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Greetings Fellow Kinkfolk,
Welcome to New England’s 46th incarnation of the Fetish Fair Fleamarket®. We’d like to welcome you to our home(s), the 

Crowne Plaza Warwick and Holiday Inn Express Warwick, for our traditional Presidents’ Day Weekend Winter Fleamarket. We hope 
you have a fun-filled, safe and enriching experience. Please respect the hotel as if it were your home; playing and shopping responsibly 
goes a long way toward achieving that. Our event has never allowed nudity, and we ask that in public spaces, especially areas outside 
our checkpoints, you exercise good taste. All of us differ in our abilities and skills, so please be mindful of those who might not be 
as agile or facile. What we do is based on the cornerstone of consent. Please be sure consent is in everything that you do. If you feel 
unsafe or uncomfortable at any time, please seek out a NELA Board member or a member of our Safety Staff, or if neither is available, 
a member of the hotel staff. If you are feeling unwell, we have arranged for the medical services of Operation Hammond to assist you.

NELA is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization dedicated to making a safe place in the world for all leather / fetish / BDSM people 
through education, advocacy, and charitable giving. NELA uses the FFFs to not only provide in-event education and community 
group involvement, but also as the financial engines to support our work through the whole of the year. Please come by our table 
all weekend and get or update your NELA Associates Benefit Card (ABC), which entitles you to free or reduced-rate admission to 
NELA events throughout New England, discounts on merchandise from a number of vendors, and discounts to get into many other 
non-NELA events. Revenue from the NELA merchandise we offer in return for donations also supports our work, so if you purchase 
a NELA t-shirt, hoodie, or lunch box, you’re helping to support our advocacy and charitable giving. Our charitable giving, and our 
support of a number of special programs, help build our community. We support other worthwhile organizations both at home and 
across the country like The Network/La Red, AIDS Care Ocean State (see them in Room 101 Saturday and Sunday again this year for 
free HIV and Hep C testing!), and the NCSF. We also have special programs like the ‘Ayem Willing’ Volunteer Travel Fund, which assists 
volunteers to travel to events and return with education which they might not otherwise be able to reach.

As with most community organizations, the lifeblood of our organization is our volunteers. Now in its 25th year, NELA has for a 
quarter-century been able to exist as part of, and help, the New England community of leatherfolk, solely because of those volunteers.  
Everyone from the wristband checkers to the Board of NELA have devoted their time, energy and abilities to make the FFF one of the 
largest and best BDSM events in the nation. We wish to offer a sincere thank-you to everyone who has volunteered, helped or lent an 
ear when needed, in the past or present. Without you, we wouldn’t be here today.

And so through the efforts of our volunteers NELA continues its advocacy to help our world become a safer and happier place 
for those of us in our varied communities to be able to express our sexuality, and our focus remains unchanged: an unwavering 
commitment to our mission of education, advocacy, and charitable giving. Your attendance here this weekend at the FFF helps 
support that mission, and we thank you for joining us.

Rob & Jack
Co-Con Chairs, FFF #46
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Amazon Smile
As you know, NELA is a 501(c)3 organization. Because we are a charitable organization, we can accept donations! The easiest and 
most inexpensive way to donate? Amazon Smile! When you log into your account using smile.amazon.com, Amazon donates 0.5% 
of your purchase toward a charity of your choice. We hope you’ll consider choosing New England Leather Alliance as 
your charity of choice, so we can continue helping our community. The best part? It costs you nothing!

Visit smile.amazon.com for more information.
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Photography
Attendees, Vendors, Presenters and NELA Volunteers 

and staff are prohibited from taking pictures or video in any 
public area of the venue. Public areas are “Any area in the 
hotel that is not a privately-rented hotel room.”

The FFF respects your privacy; however, please recall 
that you are at a public event, and you are your own best 
protection. the Fetish Fair Fleamarket, NELA, our host ho-
tels, and our partner sponsoring groups and producers will 
not be liable in the event that your picture is taken.

Camera phones and video phones are everywhere, but 
we’re asking you not to use them or any other cameras in any 
public space. Reports of your unauthorized photography or 
recording of any kind will result in your being removed from 
the event without refund. Please keep this in mind and avoid 
even the appearance of photographing/videoing others.

Please note that there will be some NELA-authorized 
photographers present at this event. You should be aware of 
them; if you do not want to appear in any picture. All autho-
rized photographers will have a badge that they will display 
at all times, and they are required to obtain your explicit per-
mission before taking any photograph (even if your face is 
obscured). These are the only photographers allowed.

If a photographer asks you to pose for a photo and you 
agree, please be sure to sign a photo release form.

It is proper procedure for authorized photographers to 
ask first before taking a photo. Harassing attendees for pho-
tos is forbidden. If someone pressures you for a photo, or 
takes an unauthorized photo “on the sly” please report it to 
NELA staff or volunteers immediately. If you think you have 
been photographed without your consent, you have the right 
to demand the film from the photographer or to check their 
digital files and delete the ones you are in.

Attendees entering into agreements to be photographed 
privately are strongly encouraged to check the references 
of the person they are dealing with, to have someone they 
know and trust with them during any private photo shoot, 
and to resolve all issues of compensation and the rights to 
the images before beginning a private photo shoot.

Rules
• Admission is good for entry to all vending areas and class-

es and Lounges for the day(s) purchased, with the excep-
tion of the Saturday Night Play Party & Dance ticket, which 
is valid only for that event.

• You must wear your wristband, and it must be visible, at 
all times. Broken wristbands are void and cannot be used 
for entry. If your wristband breaks, immediately return it 
to the Registration Desk for a replacement.

• Anyone appearing to be intoxicated or under the influence 
may be refused admittance or removed from the FFF with-
out refund.

• Please refrain from wearing strong perfume, cologne, or 
heavy scents

• Playing/scenes or any sexual activity in public is prohibit-
ed. Restrooms are considered public areas. You may briefly 
try out items for sale on yourself only with the vendor’s 
permission

• Exposure of any bodily fluids or effluence, in any and all 
forms is prohibited in all public areas.

• Ask for permission before touching anything that doesn’t 
belong to you (humans included!).

• Smoking is prohibited inside the hotel.  Outside the hotel 
acceptable smoking distance from any hotel entrance is 
marked.

• Food/drink is prohibited in vending booths.
• Classes are first-come, first-serve to the seating limit of the 

room. Entering a classroom with signage indicating full or 
at capacity is prohibited.

• All persons under age 18, including infants, are strictly 
prohibited.

• All animals are prohibited with the exception of certified 
service animals.

• Please respect the privacy of others. What you see here, 
stays here.

• Violation of any of these rules may be reason for ejection 
from event areas without refund.

• Questions or concerns may be brought to any NELA Board 
Member or Safety Team Member.

Consent Concerns
Consent is crucial to a healthy community, and NELA takes consent issues very seriously. Should you have a concern around 
consent during FFF #46, please do not hesitate to approach a member of Operation Hammond (in their Con HQ space, or via 
their 24/7 phone number – 617-297-8452) about it; they will contact a NELA Board Member Liaison to meet with you and 
address your concerns.
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Dress Code
The Fetish Fair Fleamarket® does not allow nudity 

in any public areas of the host or overflow hotel. “Side-
walk Friendly” attire is required, which is not the same 
as “Street Legal.” “Legal” means a thong and pasties -- but 
we have always required a bit more to ensure the comfort 
of all attendees. This means that butts and breasts must 
be fully covered; no breasts covered only in Liquid Latex 
or by something sheer or see-through with nothing else 
under[neath] it. We understand that this is a kink event, 
but please remember that our goal is to make everyone 
comfortable – not only our guests, but the hotel staff and 
airline guests as well. Please keep that in mind when you 
choose your outfits, and help us make sure that we get 
re-invited each year to this wonderful venue. Your coop-
eration and support is crucial to our success, and we love 
you all for it – and we also think you all look hot, even if 
we can’t see your naughtier bits in the hallways :)

Transgender Etiquette
There are many people who are transgender (Transex-

ual, Gender Queer, Crossdresser, Gender Variant, and more) 
in our community. People who are transgender and/or 
whose gender identity or expression does not conform to 
stereotypes of male or female often face discrimination and 
harassment, particularly when accessing public events and 
spaces, especially restrooms. To be inclusive and improve 
the quality of life for members of our community who are 
transgender and attending the FFF, please read and act upon 
the following: 

Restrooms 
One way of acknowledging the needs of all people re-

gardless of their gender identity/expression is to designate 
restrooms that are gender-neutral, and to support people 
in using the gender-designated restroom that they identify 
with. Many people face harassment in public bathrooms 
based on their perceived sex or gender identity; this can lead 
to anything from emotional discom fort, to arrest, or even 
murder. Regardless of which restroom you choose to use, 
please let everyone use the restroom of their choice in peace. 
Gender-neutral restrooms are located throughout the hotel. 

Pronouns 
A person’s external appearance may not match their in-

ternal gender identity. You cannot determine the gender or 
sex of someone by their physical body, voice, ap pearance or 
mannerisms. It’s best to ask people “What pronoun do you 
prefer?” before using pronouns or gen dered words. In group 
situations where you don’t have an opportunity to ask some-
one what words they prefer, try using gender-neutral phras-
es like “the person in the red shirt,” instead of “that woman 
or man.” 

Privacy and Respect For All Participants
Please respect the privacy and boundaries of people 

who are transgender, and do not ask unnecessary questions 
-- your personal curiosity, while well-meaning, may be dis-
tressing to a person who identifies as transgender. If some-
one discloses they are transgender, do not “out” (expose the 
identity) of the person who is transgender to other people. 
The person who is transgender may feel comfortable coming 
out to you, but may not wish to be out to other people. Please 
treat everyone as you wish to be treated.

 

This section adapted from The Taskforce—2002 Port land Cre-
ating Change™ Host Committee Guidelines 

FFF Private Event and Party Policy
The only official play party hosted by NELA at the 

Fetish Fair Fleamarket® takes place in the Crowne Plaza 
Hotel’s Plaza Ballroom and Foyer area Saturday from 
9:00PM - 2:00AM. All other gatherings involving play or 
sexual activity are considered private events.

Private events must remain inside the guest bed-
rooms at all times with doors leading to the hall kept 
closed, and shall not impede or block any hallway, fire 
escape, or flow of foot traffic.

Our commitment to the hotel is, in essence, to make 
sure that no one has a reason to feel uncomfortable with 
our presence. We strive to build a solid, trusting mutu-
ally beneficial relationship with the hotel for years to 
come. Please respect our venue!

Locations of private events within the host or over-
flow hotel may not be advertised in any way, shape, or 
form; please invite people to your event by direct invita-
tion only.

Please be mindful of noise or any behavior that may 
be disturbing to other guests or hotel staff.

Violation of this policy may be reason for termi-
nating the party or ejection from event areas without 
refund.
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Avyia
Treasurer
Avyia attended her first Winter Flea five years ago and 
was tricked into volunteering with the Load Out crew. 
Since then, she has become more involved with the Fleas 
and with NELA. She currently serves on the NELA Board 
as Treasurer, and Co-Director of Associates. At FFF 46, 
she is in charge of Vending.

Chuck
Member at Large
Chuck uses his vast nonprofit and small business 
experience to help with a number of kink and scene based 
groups and organizations.  He serves on the NELA board, 
and is Co-chair of FFF 46. His stature is intimidating, but 
he is really a teddy bear.

Dyanne
Secretary
has been volunteering with NELA for ten years at the 
Fleas, Pride, and other events, contributing to NELA’s 
mission of Education, Outreach and Advocacy. She has 
served on the NELA Board as Secretary since 2013. At 
FFF 46 (and at other NELA events), Dyanne is the Dock 
Boss..

Jack
Chair, Co-Con-Chair
Jack  has been involved in the local leather community for 
over 15 years. He was sucked into lugging boxes for NELA 
at the Summer Flea several years ago, and has become 
steadily more involved, helping with the Fleas, Pride, and 
NELA. He currently serves as Chair of the NELA Board, 
and is Co-chair of FFF 46. This might be better than his 
original title, He Who Lifts Things Up And Puts Them 
Down.

Kerry
Associates
Kerry has been involved in the local leather community 
for about 15 years. Like Jack, she was sucked into lugging 
boxes at the Summer Flea many years ago. In 2009 she 
joined the NELA board as Co-Director of Associates, a 
position she still holds. At FFF 46, Kerry coordinates 
Volunteers, which is like herding cats with thumbs.

Lord Percival
Programming
Lord Percival (Percy) has been active in the scene for 
more than four decades. Mostly known for his rope 
mastery, education is a particular passion of Percy’s. He 
is currently on the Board of NELA (New England Leather 
Alliance), as Director of Programming and Education.

Leah
Webmaster & Social Media
Leah pounced on the NELA Board after quietly 
volunteering at the Flea for years on the Load-In and 
Registration teams. Starting as the Social Media Director 
to improve NELA’s online presence through the NELA 
web site, FetLife, Twitter, and Facebook, she stepped 
up to manage the entire NELAonline.org site and its 
subsystems as Webmaster in July 2014.

Rob
Publications, Co-Con-Chair
Rob, after volunteering for many years, has found 
himself trying to organize NELA’s Publications. Being 
sexually non-binary and kinky his whole life, he feels 
he brings to the board both perspective and drive to 
see NELA continue to provide the Education, Outreach 
and Advocacy to all the BDSM communities, groups and 
organizations in New England. At FFF 46, he is Co-chair.
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Ed
Presenter Liaison, Programming
Ed has been involved in the kink scene for many years 
starting at Club Babyhead and Club Hell in Providence. 
He is proud to be owned by Lady Shana.

Iya
Hotel, Programming, Publications, Lounge Liaison, 
Presenter Liaison
Iya is passionate about clear communication, behind-the-
scenes event coordination and the arts. She has found a 
place to bring her multitude of skills together in the kink 
community with NELA. She is co-chair of the Fetish Fair 
Fleamarket 46 Programming Team, curator for the FFF 
Photo Lounge, and year-round coordinator for NELA 
Intensive Kink Education. Oh, and she’s damn good at 
Percy wrangling.

Kailin
Programming, Presenter Liaison
Kailin pounced into the lap of the programming team 
three years ago and is now co-chair of the programming 
team and part of the ADA team. Xe is proud to provide 
help with the behind the scenes work in putting together 
the Flea and can likely be found meowing favorably at 
anyone who will listen.

Karrah
Program Logistics
Karrah has been part of the Programming Logistics crew 
at the Winter Fleas for a number of years, working hard 
to make classes run smoothly. Last year, as a reward for 
her hard work, she became the head of Programming 
Logistics, coordinating the setup and transitions for all 
classes at the Winter Flea.

Kas Golubic
Events
Kas Golubic is a professional enabler that creates 
immersive environments that encourage freedom and 
creative expression in an explicitly safe spaces. He is 
the promoter and manager of the events EXCESS and 
ALLURE in Boston. These events cater to a wide variety 
of alternative lifestyle communities: Goth, Fetishists, 
Queers, and Burners in the Greater New England area.

Kriss
Presenter Liaison, Programming
Kriss has the most complicated sexual and gender 
identity in the world, identifies as gender non-conforming 
queer, and feels strongly that pronouns shouldn’t exist. 
Kriss is a writer, a polytheist, and the co-organizer of 
Community TIESS. Kriss can be found vending, teaching, 
or volunteering at a handful of events and conventions on 
the East Coast.

Kristina
Presenter Liaison, Programming
Kristina is an introvert with a serious mad scientist kink. 
In her role as an unhinged, super sexy, and unforgivably 
sadistic Doktor, she applies her considerable evil 
intelligence to making hapless microbes imprisoned in 
her private petri dish gulag as uncomfortable as possible. 
They fear her.

LadyShana
Presenter Liaison, Programming
Lady Shana has been involved in BDSM for over 20 years. 
She has been involved in the community for over 10. She 
helps to run several events during the year including 
the Winter Flea of which she is part of the Programming 
Team.

Maggie Jones
Programming, Program Volunteers
Maggie Jones coordinates the Programming volunteer 
team and oversees the green room for presenters at the 
Winter Flea. She is co-chair of the FFF 46 Programming 
Team. Maggie has all the cookies.

Twisted Bitch
Presenter Liaison, Programming, Lounge Liaison
Monica aka Twisted Bitch is a con organization masochist. 
She co-owns Kinky Con and diligently works for the Flea 
in many capacities across programming, volunteering, 
registration, and general firefighting. She spends months 
on end attending meetings and wrangling cats and has 
sometimes been known to wrangle TWITCH-the-SWITCH 
and justDerek.  She has recently joined the presenting 
pool with a Rope Bottom 101 class.

Provided by Operation Hammond any time of the day or night during the Flea  

For any First Aid or Medical Emergency Call 

Operation Hammond will be on site all weekend providing 24/7 medical services 
and social care. You can request their service 24 hours a day. Or you can visit 
them in person at the First Aid Station located at Convention HQ near the hotel 

front desk. All services are 100% discreet, private and confidential. 

617-297-8452
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www.tandyleather.com

• Leather & Straps
• Studs & Spikes
• Snaps & Hardware
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A scene from Cecilia Tan’s new book TAKING THE LEAD: a BDSM 
romance. Our heroine, Ricki Hamilton, has just inherited a Hollywood 
mansion along with a secret: her family has been secretly running 
a bondage dungeon for A-list celebrities in their basement since the 
1950s. To keep her inheritance, the terms of the will require Ricki to 
keep the dungeon going. Ricki thinks she’ll handle it by keeping her 
ice-queen cool, but her undeniable attraction to bad boy rock star Axel 
Hawke may put a dent in that plan. 
This excerpt comes from a scene at Ricki’s first time hosting a dungeon 
party. 

I put myself onto a barstool in the main social room and tried to catch my breath. 
Well, I had been right when I told Sakura that being in the same room with Axel 
would be a disaster for having a rational conversation. I’d barely been able to 
put a whole sentence together, as if that electric tingling I 
felt on my skin when I was near him was actually causing 
my brain to short circuit. 
I tried to reason with myself. Of course he makes you weak 
in the knees—he makes millions of women and girls feel 
like that every day. That’s his job. Okay, but then why was 
I sort of angry with him, too? Was it just that I was afraid 
and being angry was my only defense? That’s it, I thought. 
You’re afraid of how he took all your resistance and fear 
away. You’re afraid you won’t be able to protect yourself. 
I stayed there in the main social room, the large central one 
with the Catherine Wheel and the bar. Gwen contentedly 
glided through the halls but I really didn’t feel comfortable 
seeing Kresley Palmer spank his wife, even if they were 
okay with being seen. Gwen had explained that people 
would shut the door to their playroom if they didn’t want 
spectators, and they’d leave it open if they did. I still 
didn’t feel brave enough to catch a glimpse. I was a little 
surprised that everyone seemed so…normal. The guests 
were cheerful and chatty, just like at any other party. I had 
been expecting more sultry eyelash batting and swooning. 
No, I was the only one who’d felt like swooning, I guess. 
Staying in the main room, though, meant that eventually a 
scene came to me. The other dungeon hostess on our staff 
was a dark-skinned, dark-eyed woman named Chita. She 
was short, fierce, and plump, and I noticed her talking with 
Grant in front of the wheel. 
“Your first time?” she said, loud enough to be heard 
throughout the room, where a few couples were 
socializing. “Well, then. The best way to learn it is to get up 
there yourself for a bit. How about this. I’ll flog you first, 
and then once you’ve got the idea, we’ll switch. Deal?”
“Um, deal,” he said, slipping his blazer from his shoulders. 
I walked back to the main door while he got undressed, as 
if I might need to check on something, but Reeve looked 
bored at his post. When I returned to the main room Grant 
was down to black boxer briefs and black socks. Why he 
kept his socks on, I don’t know, but he was climbing onto 
the footrests on the wheel and Chita was strapping him in. 
She had a flogger with a handle about a foot long with a full 
head of heavy leather tresses hanging over one shoulder. 
Grant looked back at her, tugging at one wrist cuff a little. 
“The big one? You’re going to use the big one?”
Chita patted him on the backside. “No worries, pup. The 
big one’s the easy one! It’s the little ones that sting like a 
motherfucker. Here you go, nice and easy.”
She stepped back and swung it slowly toward him and the 
leather tails slapped his back, barely making a sound. They 
both chuckled, Grant in nervous relief. 
“That hardly feels like anything,” he said. 
“I know, right? See, nothing to worry about.” She swung a 
little faster the next time, draping the tails down his back. 

He wriggled a little. “Think of it like an exotic back 
massage.”

In fact, Grant sounded a lot like some 
people do when they’re getting worked 
over at a spa, everything from sighs and 

groans to the occasional excited yelp. Chita gradually increased how fast and 
how hard she was hitting his back, until the rhythm became hypnotic. She 
looked so focused, so competent. I stopped feeling nervous about watching and 
instead found myself wondering what it felt like. 
The thing is, I was sure that it would feel completely different to get that “exotic 
back massage” from one of the hostesses as a lark than it would to stand up 
there, half-naked, in front of Axel. 
At last Chita stepped back and wiped her brow. “I’m working up a sweat over 
here. You ready to switch places, Grant?”
“Sure.” 
Before she let him go, though, she ran her fingernails up and down the pink 
skin of his back and shoulders and he shivered and made a ridiculous, delighted 
sound. I held in a tense laugh, not wanting Grant to think I was laughing at him. 
Even if I was. Especially because I was. 
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They had to adjust the placement of the footrests and the wrist restraints 
because Chita was so much shorter than he was, and she gave him a few 
pointers on how to swing the flogger before she shucked the leather bustier 
she’d been buckled into. “You should probably start on my back,” she purred, 
“but if you do it nice, I’ll let you flog these next.” She cupped her voluminous 
breasts in her hands. 
I felt a shiver run through me at the thought. I’d have said it was a shiver of 
revulsion except the feeling that coiled in my gut was nothing like disgust: it 
was hunger. I wanted to be touched. I needed to be touched. I lived every day 
in a world where I had to fend off the inappropriate advances of men on one 
side and make myself seem like “one of the guys” in the board room so they’d 
listen to me, where I had to guard my reputation as tirelessly as my ideas. And 
I was tired of it. 
That’s why Grandpa Cy started the club, I realized. Because everyone deserved 
a place where they could let that guard down and let their true selves—their 
erotic selves—be free.
But while the club could be that for everyone else, it couldn’t be that for 
me.Grant was a quick study, easily getting the hang of swinging the flogger, and 
egged on by her gusto. “Come on baby, that’s it!” Chita exclaimed as he did as 
she had done, making the strokes harder and faster as he went. “Woo! Harder!”
He switched from one hand to the other as I guess his arm got tired, and then 
when she was still shouting, “Yeah! Yeah! More!” he went to swinging the flail 
with both hands, like a lumberjack with an axe. Wow. The harder he hit her, the 
louder and happier Chita’s whoops got. The noise had attracted a crowd and 
she got them involved next. “That’s it, babe, that’s it! Okay now, ten more, y’all 
count down with me! Ten! Nine!”
It turned into something like a scene from a New Year’s Eve party, with 
everyone counting down to zero in unison. Grant whacked her as hard as he 
could on each count and when they got to zero he practically collapsed against 
her back and she tipped her head back for a kiss. 
I bit my lip. Desire was raging through me now like I’d never felt before. Why 
did that make me so hot? I guess knowing that flogging was a thing people did 
had never affected me that much, but seeing it done right in front of me was a 
lot more affecting. 
It doesn’t mean anything, I told myself. I might have believed it, too, if my next 
thought hadn’t been, I wonder where Axel is now? 

This excerpt is from THE VISCOUNTESS INVESTIGATES by Cameron 
Quintain, published by Circlet Press. The Viscountess and her slave 
Severin are detectives in a fantasy world where BDSM is magic and 
pocket dimensions exist that encapsulate perfect S&M fantasy worlds. 
The Viscountess and Severin must travel through many of these pocket 
universes in their search for a murderer. In this scene they go to the 
house of the murder victim whose death they are investigating.

The old stone house was huge and surrounded by a lush, green yard dotted 
with trees. As they pulled into the driveway, Severin gave a little gasp and 
the chain linking his wrists to the cart rattled as he tried to catch up. He 
had been doing fairly well in the void between worlds, but now that they 
were back on solid ground, he was having a hard time keeping up with 
the cart. Snuzzle had been a track star in college, and even though her 
competitive days were behind her, those long legs could still eat up ground 
with a ferocious speed.
Viscountess pulled on the reins, stopping them next to a shiny black 
BMW. There was a woman standing next to it who was, like her car, 
shiny, powerful, and full of generous curves. Before anything else, the 
Viscountess gave water and a salt tablet to Snuzzle. While the pony girl got 
her breath back, Viscountess wiped the sweat from her eyes and stroked 
her, whispering soft murmurs of pride and contentment. Then Snuzzle 
was given a sugar cube that made her whinny with joy.
Once Severin was unchained, the woman introduced herself. “I am the 
Executrix.”  She was tall, proud, and voluptuous, her generous form 
encased in a latex power suit. She had latex pants, a latex jacket, a white 
latex shirt, and black latex tie. The gloves on her hands were so tight she 
wore rings over them.
“I am the Viscountess, and this is my slave.”
They shook hands while Severin pressed kisses into the Executrix’s 
boot. His tongue tingled with the contact. The Executrix was a powerful 
dominant woman, and unless he was mistaken there was a lesbian 
aftertaste to the boot.
As the two women shook hands, their fingers lingered together for an 
instant. The Viscountess felt a spark of Sapphic desire pass between them.
“You do excellent work for the community,” the Viscountess said 
approvingly.
“Thank you. You’re developing quite a reputation yourself.”
“Perhaps we can discuss it over dinner.”
“I’d like that,” the Executrix smiled. The smile served to soften the harsh 
lines on her face, showing an inner beauty that was quite touching. The 
Viscountess felt certain that the desire she felt from the Executrix was 
amorous rather than dominant.
The Executrix kicked Severin away, and the two newcomers got their first 
real look at the house. It was a huge, stone building, solid and practical 
without a lot of flourishes, but the touches Powers had added were quite 
striking. The building had living gargoyles. Near each corner of the building 
there was a naked woman, squatting down, her legs drawn up to her chest, 
held in place by thick leather straps that dangled her over the ground. 
Their noses were pulled back by nose hooks, and one of them had her 
mouth stretched into a cruel smile by hooks in the corners of her mouth, 
while the other had her mouth held widely open, the teeth made visible by 
four hooks that peeled her lips back until the gums were exposed.
The gargoyles were not the most unusual things on the grounds. The 
driveway made a circle around a large fountain. There were two women 
in the fountain, naked from the waist up, and below the waist their legs 
were encased in tight rubber mermaid’s tails. They were chained back to 
back to a center post, their manacled wrists locked together so the backs 
of their hands touched. A stream of water cascaded from the post with 
just enough pressure that it rained down on them, soaking them every 
second. From the goosebumps and the hardness of their nipples, the water 
must have been quite chilly. The women seemed to be in a sort of dreamy 
reverie, as if unaware that they were being watched.
“Please tell me they haven’t been like this since Powers died,” the 
Viscountess murmured.
“Of course not,” the Executrix explained. “The slaves have been scurrying 
around all morning trying to get the place ready for you.”
“They needn’t have bothered.”
“It’s important to them,” the Executrix gazed admiringly at 
the fountain. “He used this for several pieces, but this was 
his favorite. He called it Mermaid’s Lament.”
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The Center For Sexual Pleasure & Health
www.thecsph.org
The Center for Sexual Pleasure & Health is a 501(c)3 nonprofit sexual health 
education center based in Pawtucket, RI. The CSPH aims to reduce sexual shame, 
challenge misinformation, and advance the field of sexuality through our community 
events, professional development, in-house workshops, internship program, and 
sexuality consultation services. The CSPH also provides sex-positive sex education 
through our national Study Sex College Tour, which features our fantastic sex 
educators.

Choice Social Club
www.choicesocialclub.com
The mission of Choice Social Club is to empower adventurous, open-minded adults 
to explore all of the choices that the gamut of human sexuality has to offer, both 
with their partners and with other desirable and like-minded people. Everyone has 
their own favorite fantasies and turn-ons, and it is our mission to provide an upscale, 
clean, comfortable and discreet environment for you to safely enjoy exploring the 
boundaries of your favorite flavor of spice.

The Eulenspiegel Society
www.tes.org
The Eulenspiegel Society (TES) has been supporting and 
educating the BDSM/Fetish/Leather community since 
1971.  Join us in NYC for classes and events every week, and 
our annual event TESFest is July 4th weekend.  TES is an all 
volunteer non-profit organization. See www.tes.org for more 
information.

The Network / La Red
www.tnlr.org
The Network/La Red is a survivor-led, social justice organization that works to end 
partner abuse in lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, BDSM, polyamorous, and queer 
communities.  Our services include Hotline, Safehome program, Advocacy program, 
and Community Organizing and Education program.

Survivor-led organizing to end partner abuse
Dirigida por sobrevivientes • Movilizando para acabar con el abuso de pareja

Bilingual hotline /
 Línea de crisis bilingüe
Emergency shelter/
 Refugio de emergencia
Support groups/
 Grupos de apoyo
Safety planning/
 Planes de seguridad

(617) 742-4911 (v)    (617) 227-4911 (tty)       www.tnlr.org 

theNetworklaRed
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NHOT
nhot.org
The New Hampshire Order of the Triskelion (NHOT) provides opportunities 
to explore Power Exchange and its benefit to body, mind and spirit in a warm 
and welcoming environment.  NHOT was founded by Carl and lisa out of their 
passion for sharing the rewards of their full-time power exchange relationship.

Operation Hammond
www.operationhammond.com
We are a non profit organization of like-minded individuals within the anime, 
sci-fi, fantasy and pop culture convention community dedicated to bringing 
awareness of first aid, emergency preparedness and training to people who 
attend and staff anime, sci-fi, fantasy and pop culture conventions. We are 
nerds helping nerds in times of need.

Queer + Kinky
bit.ly/nelaqksig
Queer + Kinky is a Special 
Interest Group of the New 
England Leather Alliance. We 
are an all gender queer group 
of people interested in BDSM. 
We organize educational, 
social and play opportunities 
in the New England area. We 
are inclusive, body positive, sex positive, consent oriented and fun. Come join 
us for some of our events!

queer 
+ kinky

K
Q

Sexual Freedom Legal Defense and Education Fund, 
Inc.
www.sfldef.org
public education and funding and referrals for kinky and poly people in trouble 
because of alternative sexual expression

Sky Institute
skyinstitutetraining.blogspot.com
Sky Institute offers training programs 
on a variety of dominance/submission 
topics.

The Society
http://www.thesocietyct.org
The Society is a pansexual BDSM organization that strives to foster a spirit of 
unity within the Leather Community and with others sharing our common 
interests. The Society strives to provide a safe haven for the gathering of like 
minded individuals for socialization and education.

EXTRAORDINARY 
PEOPLE WANTED
Volunteer with us today!

You don’t have to know first aid or be an EMT to 
join us. We are looking for good, motivated 

people who enjoy helping others and love sci-fi 
pop culture and anime. Operation Hammond 

members range from Medical Professionals and 
First Aiders to convention attendees and regular 

people who enjoy making a difference while 
having fun.

www.OperationHammond.com

Restrictions apply see website for details (AD 2.0)

Operation Hammond is an international non-profit 
First Aid charity that is dedicated to bringing 
Emergency Response, First Aid Training and 

Social Awareness to pop culture/nerd 
conventions and events across North America. 

For More Info Please Visit 

Operation Hammond is a 501c3 Non Profit EIN 45-5007706. Membership restrictions apply Operation Hammond 2016

Event First Aid  -   Training   -   Outreach

Your

Advertisement
Could have been here
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Agreeable Agony
http://www.agreeableagony.com
Toys for pleasure, toys for pain. Agreeable Agony is a collective of crafters who 
make unique handmade floggers, candles, claws, rope, and other toys.

Amazing
amazing.net
AMAZING is New England’s premier intimate product retailer. Our 27 retail 
locations throughout Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Maine, New 
York and Texas stock a wide variety of intimate products such as massagers, 
personal lubricants, fantasy toys, lingerie, sensual gifts, sexual enhancers and 
adult DVD.

Amee Runs with Scissors
http://www.ameerunswithscissors.com
Amee Runs with Scissors products include one-of-a-kind Fine Craft textile 
jewelry, accessories and embellishments.

Anarchy4All
http://www.anarchy4all.com
Anarchy4All offers a large and changing product line to meet your kink needs. 
Products range from mild to wild, offering quality products at affordable 
prices for whatever your fun requires. Currently, products include a wide array 
of paddles and knives, along with a new line of leather floggers & kangaroo 
whips; in addition to acrylic, lexan, delrin, & metal canes, and other impact, 
medical, fire, rope (including M0coJute) & rope accessories, sex & sensation 
toys. There’s something for everyone, from sensual to sadistic...mostly sadistic!

Anthelian / Shibuki Toro
http://www.Anthelian.com
Multimedia erotica with work ranging from timeless and dreamy, to disturbing, 
off-the-wall, and perverse.

Arcane’s Attic
http://www.arcanesattic.com
Quality Handcrafted Wood and Leather Floggers. Creator of the “Lunatus”, the 
original double headed flogger.

Bastard Ropes
http://www.BastardRopes.com
Providing the highest quality hand dyed, hand spun jute, hemp, cotton, bamboo-
silk, and nylon bondage rope. As well a number of custom suspension gear.

Big Bob’s Little Knife Shop
http://www.bigbobsknives.com
We carry the best quality in blades for the price. We carry a large variety of 
designs and quality levels to suit your particular need.

Big Head Studio
http://www.BigHeadStudio.com
Big Head Studio is your one stop shop for all things electric. We carry T.E.N.S. 
units, Violet Wands and our own line of Custom Wand Accessories as well as 
our own brand of super premium liquid latex.

BossBondage.com & PlayPiercingKits.com
http://www.BossBondage.com
bossbondage.com offers hemp and jute bondage rope and bondage accessories 
while playpiercingkits.com offers pre made play piercing kits and supplies as 
well as medical kink items

Canes4pain.com
http://Canes4pain.com
Awesome rattan disciplinary canes guaranteed for life, in over 50 styles. Styles 
include classics such as British School and Singapore Punishment Canes, 
Whangees, & Traditional Birch Rods. Something for everyone’s taste, no matter 
how plain or ornate.

Circlet Press
http://www.circlet.com
Publishers of erotic fiction, including Laura Antoniou’s MARKETPLACE series 
and Cecilia Tan’s PRINCE’S BOY. We also sell a selection of BDSM how to books, 
art & photo books, and more.

Cloak & Dagger Creations
http://www.cloakmaker.com
Corsets, coordinating skirts and tops, cloaks and outerwear, top hats, tiaras, 
shirts and  and waistcoats await you. Unique handmade pieces combine with 
quality mass produced items to create stunning looks. Here you can dress your 
inner self!

D. L. King Erotica
http://dlkingerotica.com
Writer, editor and purveyor of erotic fiction.

Details Toys
http://www.detailstoys.com
Can you believe that next year Details Toys will be 20 years old?!? We owe it all 
to our customers and ESPECIALLY our amazingly loyal friends in New England! 
Thanks for making us one of the largest and most popular “lifestyle” Flogger 
makers in the Country. We’ve been lovingly crafting our handmade Floggers, 
BY people in the lifestyle FOR people in the lifestyle since 1997. You could 
pay more elsewhere but why would you want to??? Floggers, Whips, vampire 
gloves/Mitts, Rose Floggers/Crops & our popular Flogging DVD. We’ll have 
over 150 floggers for you to choose from, but there is never an extra charge 
for us to make you the custom flogger of your dreams!  www.DetailsToys.com.

Deviant Simian Designs
http://www.etsy.com/shop/deviantsimiandesigns
TBD

Dominance Loving Leather
http://www.swtchr2.biz/
The Original Evil Stick, the Evil Stick Family, and quality products at affordable 
prices.

Doxy Dreams
http://doxydreams.com
Award-winning brand Doxy launched in 2013 on a mission to create powerful 
intimate products for the modern market. The result is design-led, couple-
friendly toys, including their flagship Doxy wand massager that can power to 
heights of up to 9,000 RPM.

Dragontailz LLC
http://www.dragontailz.com
Dragontailz is owned by Sir Randy and has been in business since 2002.  
Randy has been a leathersmith for 20 years and specializes in producing 
quality leather dragontails, floggers, collars, cuffs/restraints.  All products 
are handmade in North Carolina and carry a lifetime warranty.  Dragontailz 
dragontails are a unique design when compared to others, constructed of one 
solid piece of garment grade leather to provide a soft quality and maximum 
flight.  Play levels from sensual to Oh My!!!  Come see Sir Randy for demo and 
lessons on 8 different impacts and how to make the Dragontail the one toy you 
must have in your toybag!

Dungeon In A Bag
http://www.dungeoninabag.com
Dungeon in a bag is the sturdiest, most compact, easy setup St Andrews Cross/
Bondage Table and Spanking Bench on the market. It comes in a bag on wheels 
and there is lots of room for other toys in the bag so you have everything you 
need for a great scene neatly assembled in one place. It has never been easier 
to put your submissive in a position that renders them completely vulnerable 
and at your disposal.

Ears & Rears
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Aliks-Cosplay/242910531385
Fantastic faux fur animal ears & tails, fantasy tails such as dragons and 
unicorns! A variety of other faux fur goods are available, all completely hand 
made by the artist.
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EF Leathercraft/EF Whips
http://www.efleathercraft.com/
Hand Crafted Kangaroo and Nylon Whips, Floggers, Cuffs, Rose Cuffs, and New 
line of Waterproof Cuffs and Slappers,  And Other Custom Leather Products.

Emporium 32
http://www.emporium32.com
Vintage-inspired jewelry & accessories for men & women. Specializing in 
classy geekery & every day & work-friendly leather goods.

Flogger Knows Best
http://www.floggerknowsbest.com
Exotic and domestic hardwoods and handles. Premium Leathers such as Elk 
& Buffalo.

ForMySir.com
http://www.ForMySir.com
Rare Books: erotica, victorian flaggelation literature, underground books, 
poetry, and more.  Kinky Antiques: strops, maritime fids, whips, haribrushes, 
mirrors, and more.

FreakyElegant
http://www.freakyelegant.com
Handmade masquerade Masks, Chokers, Jewelry,

Geeks After Dark
http://www.geeksafterdark.com
Geeky impact toys including duct tape floggers, cat-5-o-9-tails, and MLP paddles. 
Also a particularly geeky selection of sex toys including the Wonderland Series 
and Super Hung Heroes.

Gently Bitten
www.gentlybitten.com
Erotic Hypnosis and Mind Control Erotica.

HOLO
http://www.HoloWhips.com
We make custom products for the people with a taste for great products at a 
good price. We are a small business located in Gwinnett County, GA, ran out of 
our home. Please help support small businesses! We LOVE custom orders! Love 
one of our products, but want it in a different color? Tell us! Have an idea for an 
item? Let us know! We will do everything we can to make that idea a valuable 
treasure for you!

Hubba Hubba
http://www.hubbahubba.com
Small fetish boutique that has been in Boston for 35 years. We carry many local 
crafters work as well as international brands.

Industrial DisEase Toys LLC
http://www.idetoys.com
We are Industrial DisEase Toys LLC, we design and manufacture a variety of 
sensation/electrical/impact toys; the triple play modular heads are made from; 
chain, ball-chain, manila rope, wire-rope, cable tie, electrical rope and window 
spline; our handles are wrapped with rubber or leather. We also make chain 
and ball-chain mini floggers, pvc-based furniture cbt/nipple weights; as well as 
steampunk clothing and  accessories, such as walkingsticks/canes 
and parasols.  We also sell leather harnesses and other interesting 
alternative materialled restraints. Conductive rope by the foot, 
illuminated canes, SAP gloves, SP light sabers and leather tool rolls.

Inquisitor Implements

Impact toys. Wood, polycarbonate, leather. Carved, laser engraved, 
mixed media. Exotic wood St. Andrews, Bench. This is 95% of the 
list. The remaining 5% is open to discussion and final decisions.

Intimatefashionz
http://www.intimatefashionz.com/store
Lingerie, Vinyl, Leggings and hosiery - Corsets, outfits, and unique 
items at the flea this year!

Kinky Bitch
http://www.kinky-bitch.com
From playful to hard core. Bondage gear, breast vises, CBT devices, cuffs,hog-
ties, nipple clamps and more. A full line of products made in the USA, by 
the people who use, and sell them.  Sex toys made with the highest level of 
craftsmanship, along with our guarantee. E-stim plugs that can be put in a 
dishwasher! Custom stainless steel pendants engraved with your choice of 
names, dates,or messages.

Kinky Spirits
http://www.kinky-spirits.com
From mild to wild we provide all your kinky needs. A full service adult retailer. 
Electric & Violet wands, personal massagers, tens units, cupping sets, fire play 
gear, floggers, whips as well as an assortment of lubes.

Knotty Designs
http://www.knottyesignshop.com
Handmade parachute cord products for all your different lifestyles needs. From 
leashes and collars for all your pets no matter how many legs, to real survival 
gear you can actually use. Floggers and whips, cuffs and creatures, custom 
creations we’ll help design.

La Chateau Exotique
www.fetishwear.com
Le Chateau Exotique is the BDSM department store with all of your fetish and 
play needs under one roof. We make custom corsets and sells off the rack 
corsets as well. We cater to men and women from the club to the dungeon. 
You’ll find a store full of men’s and women’s leather clothing, uniforms, kilts, & 
latex from subtle to sublime.

Larry & Leenie’s Lusty Leather
http://www.lustyleather.com
We at Lusty Leather are honored and excited to continue to be the source of all 
your leather needs!

Leather by Danny
http://www.leatherbydanny.com
High quality unique leather toys.

Lust Beads
http://lustbeads.com/
Exotic and erotic beaded jewelry for you to wear and enjoy. Nipple dangles & 
chains, Morse code chokers & bracelets, and more. Custom orders welcome!

Madame Wiladina Boutique
http://www.madamewiladina.com
Madame Wiladina Boutique is here with an amazing collection to fit your 
unique body shape. With rich thrilling textures in steel boned corsets. You will 
not find fashion corsets with plastic boning. Steel boned corsets enhance and 
create curves . For 2016 we have added new sizes in our delicious collection. 
Fitting the petite to the SSBBW who is a dress size 4 to 5x. You will find a 
professional staff with  talent to find you the best most flattering corset in your 
size. We have corset dresses, corset vests, under bust corsets, and over bust 
corsets. You will not be rushed you will find we take our time and love what we 
do helping you find the perfect corset to express your one of a kind self to the 
best of our ability. 

Mercy Floggers
https://nelaonline.org
Quality affordable hand crafted floggers and other great 
items. Home of the beanie flogger stop by and see our 
newest creations. Custom made items made to suit your 
needs.

Mischief and Mirth Studios
http://www.facebook.com/MischiefandMirthStudios
Creators of hand tooled leather masks and accessories.  We 
feature a variety of mask styles, from primal to playful, 
demure to darkly elegant.
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Motives Cosmetics featuring Danielle
www.motivescosmetics.com/gervais
Get a Custom Blend mineral foundation in liquid or powder, made to suit your 
color, quality, and skin care needs.  We also offer a full cosmetics line and 
makeup application. 

Mr. Malaprop Design
https://mmalapropdesign.wordpress.com/
I make an impressive variety of impact toys from exotic and beautiful 
hardwoods.  Among those items are elegant paddles, and a number of unique 
items that no other vendor makes.

MSW Candles
https://www.etsy.com/shop/MSWCandles
MSW Candles has been making candles for the wax player since Oct. 2012. 
With a variety of sizes, colors and waxes there’s a candle for everyone. We 
carry black light reactive candles, wax play supplies, beginner kits, starter kits, 
Leather scented candles and more. We can have the candle for you.

My Favorite Kink
http://www.etsy.com/shop/myfavoritekink
My Favorite Kink specializes in handmade BDSM sex toys. We offer a variety of 
paracord, leather, and vinyl floggers; as well as paddles and ticklers. For your 
feminine side, we have a small boutique with vintage and Victorian inspired 
jewelry.

My Lady’s Toys
http://www.myladystoys.com
My Lady’s Toys carries a vast selection of women’s and men’s clothing, books, 
and BDSM gear such as gags, vibrators, nipple clamps and more. 

Nancy’s Basement

Nancy’s Basement is the place to go for home made spanking toys! Paddles, 
cats, fiberglass canes, jewelry and more!!!

New York Toy Collective
http://newyorktoycollective.com/
Handmade Dildos, Cockrings, Harnesses,  Vibrators, Hankies.  *** Come by and 
sign up for our Pegging cruise board :) Peggers wanted.

njoy
http://www.njoytoys.com
njoy creates deluxe stainless steel instruments of pleasure (and/or pain?!).

NorthEast Restraints
http://www.Northeastrestraints.com
We sell high quality leather goods at reasonable prices.  We 

also have a male chastity, urethral sounds, nipple and CBT 
items, and so much more.

Orchid And Serpent Stores
http://www.OSbdsm.com
Orchid And Serpent Stores is your One-Stop-Sex-Shop. We carry everything you 
can imagine, and more. From simple fantasy to hardcore fetish gear, you can 
find it all at Orchid And Serpent Stores. At events we carry stainless steel and 
leather collars and restraints, chastity and CBT gear, glass dildos, electroplay 
toys, floggers, paddles, tails, and all the little extras you may desire. For our full 
product line, please visit our website www.OSbdsm.com.

Paisley Peacock Body Arts
http://www.paisleypeacockbodyarts.com
Beautiful henna and sparkly glitter body art.

Pandora’s Box
http://www.pandorasboxnh.com
Pandora’s Box sells luxury sex toys for all bodies as well as our own lines of 
handcrafted BDSM gear and fetishwear.

Pendragon Chainmail
https://www.etsy.com/shop/PendragonChainmail
If you can think it I can link it! Chainmail whips, floggers, straptops, shirts, 
skirts and more! All chainmail is hand-made by me, from coiling and cutting 
links to assembly and repairs. All items have a lifetime guarantee for repairs 
and size adjustments.

Personal Property
http://www.personalpropertyllc.com
Personal Property is a custom furniture and decor business 
with a passion for inclusive sex positive community.

Candles for Wax Players and WiCCans
www.etsy.com/shop/MSWCandles

msw.candles@yahoo.com
Fetlife: MSWCandles

SEE OUR EVENT ONLY
COUPON IN GOODIE BAG!
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Phoenix Latex
http://www.Phoenixlatex.com
Offering high quality custom Latex for everyone. You dream it, we make it! 
There is never a charge for making latex that fits you perfectly, and we can also 
Chlorinate it for easier care. As an added bonus we will also be doing custom 
glassware! stop in and get measured or to design a glass to take home! stay 
shiney!

Purple Passion Inc
http://www.purplepassion.com
We sell men’s and women’s clothing, BDSM toys, and assessories.

Rand Leather
http://www.matthiasrand.com
Specializing in custom, handmade, leather fetish wear. From bow ties to 
harnesses, bondage gear to custom leather clothing, there’s something 
for everyone. At Rand Leather, versatility is a cornerstone, quality is non-
negotiable, and tradition is the guidance, but not the rule.

Reyen Design Studios
http://www.silkcloque.com
David and Dorits Reyen Design: Make, Dye and sometimes Felt. Fine silk 
garments, from gift wrapping to Street Legal. There is nothing like silk.

RopeExtremes
http://www.ropeextremes.com
Three-strand hemp, braided hemp, BandaRope, nylon, mfp, paracord, rope 
cuffs, rope leashes, rope collars, suspension rings, carabiners, swivels, hard 
point slings, emt shears, wurtenberg wheels, bondage books, locks, etc.

Ropes By EDK
http://www.etsy.com/shop/ropesbyedk
As humans we love to celebrate things. You celebrate your birthday, your 
friends birthday, hell, you celebrate your pets birthday. Why not celebrate your 
ropes birthday!? The first step is finding someone who makes rope like is part 
of them, like it’s a friend, a child. I don’t just make rope, I bring it into existence. 
Attention to detail, and a love for an age old art of handmade rope, is what you 
will find at my table. I firmly believe my ropes aren’t just made, they’re born!

Rubio Leather
http://Www.rubioleather.com
Men’s leather shirts, pants, vest, chaps, harness, suspenders, shorts, jocks, 
accessories and more. Alterations and custom work available.

Scene Candles by Sire Blue
http://www.cbfplay.com
TBD

SDParent Designs
http://www.hatsbystevenp.com
I will be doing general leather repairs and alterations along with cuffs, collars, 
steampunk, top hats and gear.

SG Entertainment
http://www.sarahgregoryspanking.com
Lots of new, used, and vintage items from Sarah Gregory Spanking. Sarah 
Gregory runs her own spanking video company. She will be selling DVDs of 
spanking films she has produced and starred in. She will also be selling TONS 
of spanking toys (paddles, straps, canes, etc.) as well as other fun BDSM toys. 
Also, have fun browsing through vintage fetish and spanking magazines as well 
as many used and new fetish wear, school girl uniforms, cosplay costumes, and 
latex.

Shapeshifters
http://shapeshiftersinc.storenvy.com
We sell custom-tailored chest binders and 
spandexwear in fanciful patterns and vibrant 
colors. We believe people of all genders and all 
sizes deserve the shapewear that will let them 
feel good and look great!

Son of Sandlar/Twisted World
http://www.Sonofsandlar.com
Our products consist of hand crafted italian leather boots and clothing made 
here in savannah Georgia by a fifth generation cobbler. Our clothing consists 
of bodices, corsets, skirts, vests, tunics and multiple male and female clothes.

Steelbones
http://www.steelbones.com
So many Corsets.  Highest of quality.  hundreds on site for instant gratification.

Subsensuals
http://www.subsensuals.com
I’m pleased to introduce the SubSensuals line of body adornments. Our patent-
pending SubSafe magnetic nipple clamps provide all of the pain and pleasure 
of piercings without the permanent effects. Each set of SubSafe clamps is 
custom hand crafted to your specifications, enhanced with Swarovski crystals 
or precious stones for weight as well as decoration, or with connecting chains. 
Every design you see on my website was once just a product of imagination. 
If you can dream it, I can make it. It would be my pleasure to enhance YOUR 
pleasure. Tell me how to make you happy. Then please post pictures of you 
enjoying my creations.

Sunspot Designs
http://www.sunspotdesigns.com
Gothic and fantasy jewelry and gifts

Tandy Leather
http://www.tandyleather.com
We are the premier leathercraft and supply company in the New England area! 
We have everything for leather crafting, from the beginner to the experienced.

The Baroness Latex
http://www.baroness.com
The Baroness, New York’s Premier designer of Elegant, Provocative Latex 
fashions since 1994, is renowned for her unique fashion events, performances 
and parties. The Baroness’ philosophy, “Any occasion to dress is an occasion 
to overdress!”  is obvious to all who’ve seen her imaginative and entertaining 
fashion shows. Her trademark professionalism, intellect, and playfulness 
reveal themselves in her colourful latex creations for women & men. This 
woman-owned business remains the sole latex-only shop in New York and all 
latex designs are made by hand.

The Bastille
http://Www.the-Bastille.com
Primarily impact toys, whips by axel, para cord whips, almost all inventory are 
made by artisans and are top of the line so stock varies.

The Dragon’s Design
Custom Creations in Leather, vegan friendly PVC, and colorful chains.
Belts, bracelets, earrings and accessories. Chokers and collars.  Corsets and 
waist cinchers. Chain dresses, skirts and tops. Armor and armor pieces. 
Artisan on site to create or modify your own creations and fantasies.

The Lady and the Leopard
http://www.theladyandtheleopard.com
Fine Corsets, Frock Coats, and other Interesting Wearable Art.

The Latex Store
http://www.TheLatexStore.com
The Latex Store is one of the Internet’s largest retail latex stores.  We have been 
in business for over 20 years and our goal is and has always been to bring the 
finest latex products available to our devoted customers at great prices.

The ShoeGuy
http://www.theshoeguy.com
Largest selection of fetish shoes, boots and 
accessories in the USA for events. I design 
my own line as well as sizes from 5 to 14 in 
all different heel heights
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Toolworks Chicago Inc.
http://www.floggers.com
Polished aluminum handled floggers, paddles, dildos, canes. All unique and 
hand made and also inexpensive rubber handled line of the same.

TotemX Creations
http://www.totemx.com
TotemX Creations is a hand crafter of sensation toys based in the state of Maine.  
The Claw Paw is the BEST Sensation toy you can fit in your pocket, a furry glove 
with metal claw fingertips. Find us at the Flea!

Untamed Undies
http://Www.facebook.com/untamedundies
Untamed Undies provides geeky and feminist underwear for folks across the 
gender spectrum as well as a colection of pasties and toys with a focus on fun 
and sex positive thinking.

Utilikilts
http://www.utilikilts.com
We are the inventors of the modern casual utility kilt. Founded in 2000, 
gathering patents and fans along the way, we make all our products in Seattle 
from US sourced Materials. Let us get you out of your pants!

Vicious Whips
http://ViciousWhips.com
A purveyor of the highest quality nylon whips, floggers, and dragontails! 
Crafted with the greatest attention to detail - All of our whips are built using 
construction methods identical to traditional leather whips for the best 
performance!

Violet Wand Store
http://www.violetwandstore.com
Specializing in high quality, reasonably priced items to enhance your sensual 
experiences.  We offer traditional & solid state Violet Wand Kits as well as a 
large selection of violet wand accessories, conductive rope, and carbon fiber 
canes. For those not into electrical play we offer a unique and ever changing 
selection of paddles, canes, and leather items.  We’ve expanded and now offer 
Medical Play items as well as TENS/EMS units and accessories.  Finally, we are 
a big believer in education so we offer a selection of books & DVDs to help you 
enhance or explore a new skill!

Vixens Ahoy
www.facebook.com/Vixens-Ahoy-445317678873151/?ref=hl
Sassy and  flirty hand made aprons and clothing and accessories.

WIAN Studios
http://www.wian-studios.com
WIAN Studios - A wide variety of Fabulous Leather Floggers, including Buffalo, 
Bullhide, Deer, Elk, Moose and Cow, as well as a selection of round or  flat 
braided Cat-o-Nine Tails for those desiring a bit more sensation. Special orders 
can be delivered at the event.

Wicked Woodshop
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TheWickedWoodshop
Leave a lasting impression with Wicked Woodshop’s unique 3 dimensional 
hardwood paddles, featuring raised graphic elements carved from a single 
piece of wood.

zKILTS
https://fetlife.com/users/5113675
Thank you! Based out of Baltimore, zKilts is a new kilt vendor specializing in 
utility kilts. We are excited to be at NELA’s Fetish Fair Fleamarket! We believe 
that quality kilts CAN be sold at prices reasonable to all budgets. We’ve listened 
to you, and know that price, quality, and selection are important to you. We 
take customer service seriously and will make certain you are happy with 
your purchase. zKilts offer a wide variety of colors and there’s more to come. 
Currently we carry short kilts (12, 14, and 16 inch lengths) in black, red, purple, 

pink, blue, and camo. Short kilts are available with or without button/snap 
embellishments on the front panel. Our long kilts; standard length (22 

inch), currently come in black and camo. Come see us!
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Room Vendors

Grand Foyer/Ballroom Vendors



Plaza Foyer Rhode Island Ocean Narragansett Kingston Greenwich Barrington Tiverton Wickford Rotunda Bristol 623 133 607 632
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6:00 PM

Boot 
Black

Roleplaying your 
Fantasies

Shabbat Gathering MAsT
Operation Hammond 

CPR/First Aid 
Training:

PRE-SIGNUP 
REQUIRED!

Sex Toys in Play: 
More Than Just for 

Sex!
Rope 101

Breathwork for BDSM:  
Increase Stamina, Connect, 

and Decrease Drama
Connecting Through 
Intentional Pain Play

 
Single Tail 101 - Single 

Tail Basics NELA Welcome Wagon Hypnosis 
Lounge Photo 

Lounge
Rope 

Lounge

 
6:30 PM  

6:00 PM - 7:00 PM 6:00 PM - 7:00 PM  
7:00 PM   The Society of CT

Meet & Greet
 

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM NEFOK Meet and 
greet: N.E. Forty+

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM  6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

7:30 PM        
SUBvert the 

DOMinant Paradigm: 
Alternative Models for 

D/S Relationships

7:00 PM - 8:00 PM

The Gift of 
Imperfection Rope Bottoming 101 Caning for the Curious: 

An Introduction

Everyone Has One: 
Using and Respecting 

Pronouns BDSM Taster - EVENT Rope Control and 
Dominance Moves

 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM

8:00 PM 7:15 PM - 8:15 PM  Recovery In the 
Lifestyle: 12 Step

  
   

8:30 PM Erotic Hypnosis Meet 
& Greet

  
8:00 PM - 9:00 PM   6:00 PM - 9:00 PM 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM

9:00 PM Little’s
Meet & Greet

7:45 PM - 9:15 PM 7:45 PM - 9:15 PM 7:45 PM - 9:15 PM     
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:30 PM - 9:30 PM 6:00 PM - 9:30 PM        

9:30 PM  7:45 PM - 9:45 PM     7:45 PM - 9:45 PM  7:45 PM - 9:45 PM 7:45 PM - 9:45 PM     
  Teasecraft kinky 

maker/crafter BOF
 9:00 PM - 10:00 PM            

10:00 PM  
Cosplay as Roleplay: 
Intimate Improvisation

Switches
Meet & Greet Erotic Spanking

Animal and Pet Role 
Play: Nurture Your 

Inner Animal

Riffing with Rope, 
or Japanese Flower 

Arranging
Navigating Poly Dim Mak: Five Fingers 

of Death  
Kinky Human Tricks: 

Fun Things to Do With 
a Hypnotized Partner

    
     

10:30 PM  9:45 PM - 10:45 PM     
   10:00 PM - 11:00 PM     

11:00 PM        
 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM   10:00 PM - 11:30 PM 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM  10:00 PM - 2:00 AM 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM     
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9:00 AM  Sexy, Fun and Safe: 
Sexual Health and 
Protecting Yourself

Fem Dom
Round Table

 
Fear of Asking

in a Submissive
Cuff-Em: A How-to 

in Tying Quick Rope 
Handcuffs

Hierarchical D/s Naked Yoga
Recovery In the 

Lifestyle: 12 Step Basic Violet Wands Quick Release Ties NELA Welcome Wagon
  

    
9:30 AM     

 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM  9:00 AM - 10:00 AM   
10:00 AM

Boot 
Black

 

Pony
Paddock

 

Hypnosis 
Lounge

Photo 
Lounge

Rope 
Lounge

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM Science Geek Social: 
Meet Other Geeks

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM

10:30 AM          

christian Religious 
Kink

Cut Downs
and Cut Outs

Asexual to Zanie: 
Exploring the 

Terminology of Sexuality

Introduction to 
Hypnokink: Using 

Hypnosis with BDSM Sexable Shibari
More Than the Karma 
Sutra: An Introduction 
to Sacred Sexuality

The Tender Bits - Male 
& Female Genital 

Bondage
Best Kink Advice 
Nobody Told You

Author Readings11:00 AM 10:15 AM - 11:15 AM
 

11:30 AM Queer & Kinky
Social Tea12:00 PM 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM

11:30 AM - 12:30 PM      
12:30 PM 10:45 AM - 12:45 PM Hitchin’ Bitches 

Boston Meet & Greet
   10:45 AM - 12:45 PM  10:45 AM - 12:45 PM 10:45 AM - 12:45 PM  

         
1:00 PM This feels so good: 

Bodywork techniques 
for BDSM & Trance

From the Sensual 
To the Sadistic: 

Calibration
Beyond the Stoplight: 
Now with Less Drama

Negotiating Intense 
SM Play

Self Care for Fetish 
Fashionistas

Aesthetically Pleasing 
Rope Harnesses Intro to CBT

The Way of D/s: A 
Context for Power and 

Authority Exchange
Survival in the Scene

12:30 PM - 1:30 PM

1:30 PM
2:00 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

2:30 PM  Operation Hammond 
Meet & Greet

        

Rhythmic Caning 
Workshop

Ouch That Feels 
Good!

Why Does That Turn You 
On? Shy People Talking 

About Feelings
“S” is for... Sexy Stiletto Seduction Who Cares What 

Everyone Says? Formicophilia Fun!
Too Kinky for Words: 
Playing Way Off the 

Edge
Fun With Pervertables3:00 PM 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM

3:30 PM Trans Spectrum
Meet & Greet4:00 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM

 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM         
4:30 PM   

Negotiation for 
Introverts Kinky Speed Meeting Rope 102

Single Tails With 
Boomer - A Hands On 

Workshop
Taking it from the 

Bottom
Playing When Health is 

a Hard Limit
Edge Play from the 

Bottom Up: Predator 
and Prey

Negotiating for Sex: 
BDSM and Beyond 

from a bottoms POV

10:00 AM - 5:00 PM   10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

5:00 PM     
    

5:30 PM     
    4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

6:00 PM                
    

Response to 
Community Abuse

From the Inside Out: 
Erotic Photography

Biomechanics for 
Bondage

Tickling: From Sensual 
to Torturous

Awakening the Dragon: 
Foundations in Sacred 

Sexuality

Crazy Glue Invisible 
Bondage and 
Infibulation

How to Create Amazing 
Scenes: Get in to Their 

Heads

    
6:30 PM         

        
7:00 PM         

        
7:30 PM     6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM     

               
8:00 PM

Going Primal Playing with Power: 
D/s Dynamics Author Readings

Kim Airs with Leo 
Rising: From Femme to 

Sleazy Alter Ego

Grounding, Centering, 
and Shielding for 

Kinksters

Keeping ‘Em on the 
Ground: The Value of 

Floorwork
Exploring Kink - Giving 
and Accepting Service

    
    

8:30 PM     
    

9:00 PM     
8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM     

9:30 PM            
Everything you’ve 
wanted to know

about Latex

Effective Communication 
within a Power-

Exchange Framework

What Do You Want 
From Me?

Fantasy vs Reality
Foiling the Escape 

Artist
Finding Pleasure

After Trauma
Paths of Self-Bondage: 

From Floor to Flight
Pedular Enthusiasm III: 

Foot Fetishist as Top

    
10:00 PM     

    
10:30 PM     

    
11:00 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM     
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10:00 AM

Boot 
Black

Taking it from the Top 

The
Bullwhip
Lounge

Submitting with 
Strength

Using Pop-Culture 
Archetypes for Erotic 

Roleplay

Induction Starter Kit: 
Essential Inductions 

Hypnotists
Naked Yoga Poly Pitfalls Cathartic Flogging

Interfaith Worship: A 
Kink-Friendly Worship 

Space

Kink and Trauma: 
Addressing Abuse and 

Interpersonal Violence in 
BDSM

Hypnosis 
Lounge

Photo 
Lounge

Rope 
Lounge

10:30 AM
11:00 AM  

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM Sexuality: More Shades 
than the Rainbow

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

11:30 AM          
Chest Harnesses, 
Gotes, & Box Ties 

Oh My!
Letting out Your

Dom Side
Pony Handling 101: 
Taming, Training and 
Enjoying Your Pony

Hypnosis, Sadism
and Masochism

How to Give and 
Receive Feedback 

About Scenes
Aftercare for All

The Exquisite Whip: 
Amazing Hands-on 
Flogging Training

Predicament Bondage: 
How To Suspend At 

Ground Level

The Streets: Combatting 
Homelessness in Our 

Communities
12:00 PM 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM

 
12:30 PM Recovery In the 

Lifestyle: 12 Step1:00 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM
 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM    The Famous TES Circle      

1:30 PM  Differently Abled Folks 
Meet and Greet

       
   1:15 PM -  2:00 PM      

2:00 PM The Many Moods
of Bondage

You’re a Sadist,
and It’s Okay

Ponies, Trainers and 
Headspace: Taking Pony 

Play to the Next Level

Bodywork Techniques 
for BDSM: Rough 
Play With ZanyM!

Giving Good Head: 
Manipulating & 

Stimulating the Head
Suffering For Spirit: An 
Introduction to Ordeal

Power and Grace - 
Using Long Whips in 

SM play
Mixed Scenes: Mixing 

Your Tickle Up
Mental Health and Kink 

Roundtable
1:30 PM - 2:30 PM

2:30 PM A Spanko Social!
Oh My!3:00 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

3:30 PM           
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM   10:00 AM - 4:00 PM         10:00 AM - 4:30 PM 10:00 AM - 4:30 PM 10:00 AM - 4:30 PM

Schedule Grid
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6:00 PM

Boot 
Black

Roleplaying your 
Fantasies

Shabbat Gathering MAsT
Operation Hammond 

CPR/First Aid 
Training:

PRE-SIGNUP 
REQUIRED!

Sex Toys in Play: 
More Than Just for 

Sex!
Rope 101

Breathwork for BDSM:  
Increase Stamina, Connect, 

and Decrease Drama
Connecting Through 
Intentional Pain Play

 
Single Tail 101 - Single 

Tail Basics NELA Welcome Wagon Hypnosis 
Lounge Photo 

Lounge
Rope 

Lounge

 
6:30 PM  

6:00 PM - 7:00 PM 6:00 PM - 7:00 PM  
7:00 PM   The Society of CT

Meet & Greet
 

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM NEFOK Meet and 
greet: N.E. Forty+

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM  6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

7:30 PM        
SUBvert the 

DOMinant Paradigm: 
Alternative Models for 

D/S Relationships

7:00 PM - 8:00 PM

The Gift of 
Imperfection Rope Bottoming 101 Caning for the Curious: 

An Introduction

Everyone Has One: 
Using and Respecting 

Pronouns BDSM Taster - EVENT Rope Control and 
Dominance Moves

 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM

8:00 PM 7:15 PM - 8:15 PM  Recovery In the 
Lifestyle: 12 Step

  
   

8:30 PM Erotic Hypnosis Meet 
& Greet

  
8:00 PM - 9:00 PM   6:00 PM - 9:00 PM 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM

9:00 PM Little’s
Meet & Greet

7:45 PM - 9:15 PM 7:45 PM - 9:15 PM 7:45 PM - 9:15 PM     
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:30 PM - 9:30 PM 6:00 PM - 9:30 PM        

9:30 PM  7:45 PM - 9:45 PM     7:45 PM - 9:45 PM  7:45 PM - 9:45 PM 7:45 PM - 9:45 PM     
  Teasecraft kinky 

maker/crafter BOF
 9:00 PM - 10:00 PM            

10:00 PM  
Cosplay as Roleplay: 
Intimate Improvisation

Switches
Meet & Greet Erotic Spanking

Animal and Pet Role 
Play: Nurture Your 

Inner Animal

Riffing with Rope, 
or Japanese Flower 

Arranging
Navigating Poly Dim Mak: Five Fingers 

of Death  
Kinky Human Tricks: 

Fun Things to Do With 
a Hypnotized Partner

    
     

10:30 PM  9:45 PM - 10:45 PM     
   10:00 PM - 11:00 PM     

11:00 PM        
 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM   10:00 PM - 11:30 PM 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM  10:00 PM - 2:00 AM 10:00 PM - 11:30 PM     
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9:00 AM  Sexy, Fun and Safe: 
Sexual Health and 
Protecting Yourself

Fem Dom
Round Table

 
Fear of Asking

in a Submissive
Cuff-Em: A How-to 

in Tying Quick Rope 
Handcuffs

Hierarchical D/s Naked Yoga
Recovery In the 

Lifestyle: 12 Step Basic Violet Wands Quick Release Ties NELA Welcome Wagon
  

    
9:30 AM     

 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM  9:00 AM - 10:00 AM   
10:00 AM

Boot 
Black

 

Pony
Paddock

 

Hypnosis 
Lounge

Photo 
Lounge

Rope 
Lounge

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM Science Geek Social: 
Meet Other Geeks

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM  9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM

10:30 AM          

christian Religious 
Kink

Cut Downs
and Cut Outs

Asexual to Zanie: 
Exploring the 

Terminology of Sexuality

Introduction to 
Hypnokink: Using 

Hypnosis with BDSM Sexable Shibari
More Than the Karma 
Sutra: An Introduction 
to Sacred Sexuality

The Tender Bits - Male 
& Female Genital 

Bondage
Best Kink Advice 
Nobody Told You

Author Readings11:00 AM 10:15 AM - 11:15 AM
 

11:30 AM Queer & Kinky
Social Tea12:00 PM 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM

11:30 AM - 12:30 PM      
12:30 PM 10:45 AM - 12:45 PM Hitchin’ Bitches 

Boston Meet & Greet
   10:45 AM - 12:45 PM  10:45 AM - 12:45 PM 10:45 AM - 12:45 PM  

         
1:00 PM This feels so good: 

Bodywork techniques 
for BDSM & Trance

From the Sensual 
To the Sadistic: 

Calibration
Beyond the Stoplight: 
Now with Less Drama

Negotiating Intense 
SM Play

Self Care for Fetish 
Fashionistas

Aesthetically Pleasing 
Rope Harnesses Intro to CBT

The Way of D/s: A 
Context for Power and 

Authority Exchange
Survival in the Scene

12:30 PM - 1:30 PM

1:30 PM
2:00 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

2:30 PM  Operation Hammond 
Meet & Greet

        

Rhythmic Caning 
Workshop

Ouch That Feels 
Good!

Why Does That Turn You 
On? Shy People Talking 

About Feelings
“S” is for... Sexy Stiletto Seduction Who Cares What 

Everyone Says? Formicophilia Fun!
Too Kinky for Words: 
Playing Way Off the 

Edge
Fun With Pervertables3:00 PM 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM

3:30 PM Trans Spectrum
Meet & Greet4:00 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM 2:45 PM - 4:15 PM

 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM         
4:30 PM   

Negotiation for 
Introverts Kinky Speed Meeting Rope 102

Single Tails With 
Boomer - A Hands On 

Workshop
Taking it from the 

Bottom
Playing When Health is 

a Hard Limit
Edge Play from the 

Bottom Up: Predator 
and Prey

Negotiating for Sex: 
BDSM and Beyond 
from a bottoms POV

10:00 AM - 5:00 PM   10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

5:00 PM     
    

5:30 PM     
    4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 4:30 PM - 6:00 PM 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

6:00 PM                
    

Response to 
Community Abuse

From the Inside Out: 
Erotic Photography

Biomechanics for 
Bondage

Tickling: From Sensual 
to Torturous

Awakening the Dragon: 
Foundations in Sacred 

Sexuality

Crazy Glue Invisible 
Bondage and 
Infibulation

How to Create Amazing 
Scenes: Get in to Their 

Heads

    
6:30 PM         

        
7:00 PM         

        
7:30 PM     6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM 6:15 PM - 7:45 PM     

               
8:00 PM

Going Primal Playing with Power: 
D/s Dynamics Author Readings

Kim Airs with Leo 
Rising: From Femme to 

Sleazy Alter Ego

Grounding, Centering, 
and Shielding for 

Kinksters

Keeping ‘Em on the 
Ground: The Value of 

Floorwork
Exploring Kink - Giving 
and Accepting Service

    
    

8:30 PM     
    

9:00 PM     
8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM 8:00 PM - 9:30 PM     

9:30 PM            
Everything you’ve 
wanted to know

about Latex

Effective Communication 
within a Power-

Exchange Framework

What Do You Want 
From Me?

Fantasy vs Reality
Foiling the Escape 

Artist
Finding Pleasure

After Trauma
Paths of Self-Bondage: 

From Floor to Flight
Pedular Enthusiasm III: 

Foot Fetishist as Top

    
10:00 PM     

    
10:30 PM     

    
11:00 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM 9:45 PM - 11:15 PM     

           
               

S
u
n
d
ay

10:00 AM

Boot 
Black

Taking it from the Top 

The
Bullwhip
Lounge

Submitting with 
Strength

Using Pop-Culture 
Archetypes for Erotic 

Roleplay

Induction Starter Kit: 
Essential Inductions 

Hypnotists
Naked Yoga Poly Pitfalls Cathartic Flogging

Interfaith Worship: A 
Kink-Friendly Worship 

Space

Kink and Trauma: 
Addressing Abuse and 

Interpersonal Violence in 
BDSM

Hypnosis 
Lounge

Photo 
Lounge

Rope 
Lounge

10:30 AM
11:00 AM  

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM Sexuality: More Shades 
than the Rainbow

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

11:30 AM          
Chest Harnesses, 
Gotes, & Box Ties 

Oh My!
Letting out Your

Dom Side
Pony Handling 101: 
Taming, Training and 
Enjoying Your Pony

Hypnosis, Sadism
and Masochism

How to Give and 
Receive Feedback 

About Scenes
Aftercare for All

The Exquisite Whip: 
Amazing Hands-on 
Flogging Training

Predicament Bondage: 
How To Suspend At 

Ground Level

The Streets: Combatting 
Homelessness in Our 

Communities
12:00 PM 11:15 AM - 12:15 PM

 
12:30 PM Recovery In the 

Lifestyle: 12 Step1:00 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM
 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM    The Famous TES Circle      

1:30 PM  Differently Abled Folks 
Meet and Greet

       
   1:15 PM -  2:00 PM      

2:00 PM The Many Moods
of Bondage

You’re a Sadist,
and It’s Okay

Ponies, Trainers and 
Headspace: Taking Pony 

Play to the Next Level

Bodywork Techniques 
for BDSM: Rough 
Play With ZanyM!

Giving Good Head: 
Manipulating & 

Stimulating the Head
Suffering For Spirit: An 
Introduction to Ordeal

Power and Grace - 
Using Long Whips in 

SM play
Mixed Scenes: Mixing 

Your Tickle Up
Mental Health and Kink 

Roundtable
1:30 PM - 2:30 PM

2:30 PM A Spanko Social!
Oh My!3:00 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

3:30 PM           
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM   10:00 AM - 4:00 PM         10:00 AM - 4:30 PM 10:00 AM - 4:30 PM 10:00 AM - 4:30 PM

Schedule Key Author Reading Class Event Lounge Panel SIG/BOF/MnG Social

Provided by Operation Hammond any time of the day or night during the Flea  

For any First Aid or Medical Emergency Call 

Operation Hammond will be on site all weekend providing 24/7 medical services 
and social care. You can request their service 24 hours a day. Or you can visit 
them in person at the First Aid Station located at Convention HQ near the hotel 

front desk. All services are 100% discreet, private and confidential. 

617-297-8452
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FFF Sponsors
Platinum

Choice Social Club
Silver

Tandy Leather
Bronze

Hubba Hubba
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Bill
Bill , proprietor of RopeExtremes, has been active in the kink community for a 
decade. He attends most of the major events and rope gatherings, sharing his 
passion for bondage and rigging, learning new techniques, and teaching people 
about rope.

Boomer
Boomer is a dominant sadist with above average 
hand eye coordination, a passion for single tail whips, 
intense SM and the D/s dynamic. He has been active 
in the BDSM scene since 1997, and has led workshops 
and presentations across the country, including at 
Southeast Leather Fest, The Boston Fetish Flea, Atlanta 
S/M Solidarity, Augusta Iron Rose, Hudson Valley D/s, 
CAPEX, Frolicon, and KinkFest Portland.

Cameron Quintain
Cameron Quintain is a librarian by day and a superhero 
by night. He is the author of ‘The Viscountess 
Investigates’ from Circlet Press, a BDSM fantasy murder 
mystery which is now available in print and ebook. 
The second book in the series is expected any time. His 
erotic vampire novella ‘Familiar Places’ was nominated 
for the Passion Plume award from the Romance Writers 
of America.

Carl
Carl has identified as a Dominant since grade school. 
He began to incorporate BDSM and power exchange 
into his relationships in the early 90’s, which led to the 
realization that he wanted to live his life in a Master/
slave construct. He currently lives with and owns lisa. 
Together they share a vision of someday seeing their 
family complete as a M/s/s polyfidelitous triad.

Cecilia Tan
blog.ceciliatan.com
twitter.com/ceciliatan
Cecilia Tan is the founder of the Fetish Fair Fleamarket 
and has received the Pantheon of Leather President’s 
Award and the NLA: International Lifetime Achievement 
Award. She is the author of ‘Slow Seduction’, ‘Slow 
Surrender’, ‘The Prince’s Boy’, ‘Edge Plays’, ‘Black 
Feathers’, and many other books of BDSM fiction. She is 
also the founder of Circlet Press, Inc.

chasingamy
chasingamy moves through the community as a switch who is happy to teach, 
talk, and learn with others. As one of the organizers of Wicked Women and 
Bound in Boston, she enjoys bringing education and awareness to the kink 
community. She also enjoys being a vocal and engaging bottom for other 
presenters, facilitating learning from both perspectives. 

Danie
Danie is an out and proud queer, switchy, pervert from 
the DC area. She has been teaching, volunteering and 
working to build relationships within and between the 
Leather and Kink communities for over 15 years. She is 
hostess for Dungeon 101 at DC’s Crucible, and is very 
active with Black Rose and Leather and Kink United.

Abbystract
Abbystract is a Boston based rigger who enjoys 
applying science-based theory and problem solving 
to rope bondage, with a particular interest in dynamic 
suspensions and sadistic rope. She is passionate 
about fostering a more diverse rope community, and 
encouraging more women and non-binary individuals 
to pick up the ropes.

AdelineKindred
AdelineKindred is a gender fluid, switchy, pansexual 
Eagle Scout with a passion for safety, responsibility, 
knots, and naughtiness. In college Addy started an 
unofficial club of kinky folks focused on education and 
exploration, and he has been an educator ever since. 
Each class taught by this self-proclaimed princess of 
dad jokes is an opportunity to learn new skills, delve 
into new ideas, and have fun.

Allyson
revallyson.com
Allyson is the founder of Patchwork Interfaith 
Ministries, which services the Monadnock NH area. 
Her background encompasses Wicca, mythology, 
pagan Greek ritual, diverse spiritual traditions, and 
the history of religion. Her interfaith practices have led 
her to preach in Christian churches as well as pagan 
gatherings, and she finds herself often wandering the 

Cathedral of the Pines near her home.

Arkcane
Arkcane is a Priest of Rati and Kama, spiritworker, and 
kink educator. He has presented workshops for Camp 
Crucible and many Dark Odyssey events. He specializes 
in sacred sexuality, Ordeal. Polyamory, Intimacy, 
Vulnerability. Connection, and, above all, snark.

The Baroness Latex
Baroness.com
Baroness is a renowned designer, fetish expert, 
multimedia performer, spokesperson and lecturer. Her 
expertise in fetishes and relationships facilitates open 
communication in exploring many previously taboo 
subjects. The Baroness’ haute couture designs have 
made her the go-to designer for an A-list of celebrities, 
latex lovers, and the fashion elite. She also performs at 
clubs and hosts fetish parties.

Bendyogagirl 
bendyogagirl.com
twitter.com/bendyogagirl
Bendyogagirl.blogspot.com
Bendyogagirl  is a sex positive activist, champion and 
educator, dedicated to cultivating healthy, enlivening, 
safe and supportive expressions of ‘alternative’ 
identities and relationships.

Bil
Bil is a Teacher, Computer Scientist, and Social Activist. 
He is a somewhat retiring and shy individual who 
works very hard to relate to other people, but finds 
it challenging. On stage and in formal situations he is 
capable, experienced, and exciting. Bil is a new presenter 
at the Flea, after many years as a valued volunteer.

Presenter Bios
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Diamond Blue
Diamond Blue is second in command and first girl of 
Team Blue, and Chatelaine of Harmony House. She is 
a Shibari performer and model, crisis management 
operative, itinerant philosopher and always, always, 
Samurai and partner to the incomparable Murphy Blue.

Domino
Domino has pursued his interest in the BDSM lifestyle 
for almost three decades, with a passion for whips. After 
working with Robert Dante, Sebastian, and Bob Deegan, 
Domino’s interest in the single tail was heightened with 
an interest in longer whips for both scene and sport 
cracking. His whip bag holds more than 50 examples of 
whip craftsmanship from all over the world. He is a true 
“crack” addict.

Dov
washi-nawashi.com
Dov is a NYC based artist and educator. A Shibari 
and single tail whip fanatic, Dov has given many 
presentations at places like TES, Shibaricon, and the 
Leather Leadership Conference. He has been involved 
for years both politically and artistically in creating 
works at Burning Man and other venues. His work 
varies from installations to performance art, both 
vanilla and fetish.

Dr Ruthie
Dr Ruthie is an author, university faculty member, 
and sexuality researcher that joins us from snowy 
Ontario, Canada. Ruthie happily identifies as poly, 
kinky, sex-queer and gender-queer. Ruthie specializes 
in sexual well-being and pleasure, and the resilience of 
survivors of intimate violence. Author of The Nice Girl’s 
Guide To Talking Dirty, as well as numerous academic 
publications and presentations.

GRLee
GRLee attended her first tickle class, led by P.E.T.E., 4 
years ago. Her joy in the experience convinced her to 
join NELA and to demo-bottom for P.E.T.E. She has 
learned more than she ever imagined possible about 
pleasure, pain, laughter, friendship, and love. GRLee is 
committed to making it safe and easy for newcomers 
to follow their own kinky and powerful path of self-
discovery.

Iya
Iya is passionate about clear communication, behind-
the-scenes event coordination and the arts. She has 
found a place to bring her multitude of skills together 
in the kink community with NELA. She is co-chair of the 
Fetish Fair Fleamarket 46 Programming Team, curator 
for the FFF Photo Lounge, and year-round coordinator 
for NELA Intensive Kink Education. Oh, and she’s damn 
good at Percy wrangling.

justDerek
justDerek affectionately refers to ropey goodness as a “gateway kink,” and as a 
form of dance between the tie-er and the tied, encompassing interactions from 

soft and sensual to hard and unyielding. With his playful teaching style, 
twisted sense of humor and fetishized giggle, you just might find yourself 
laughing while you learn! 

Just_Kate
Just_Kate has been fascinated and titillated by the 
darker side of sensuality ever since she can remember. 
An active participant in the Lifestyle for the past eight 
years, she started the Nashua Discussion Group in 
2012. She is also an active bootblack at regional events, 
attends many local munches, and can be found on Fetlife 
as ‘just_kate’. 

Kas Golubic
Kas Golubic is a professional enabler who creates 
immersive environments that encourage freedom and 
creative expression in an explicitly safe spaces. He is 
the promoter and manager of the events EXCESS and 
ALLURE in Boston. These events cater to a wide variety 
of alternative lifestyle communities: Goth, Fetishists, 
Queers, and Burners in the Greater New England area.

Kim Airs
grandopening.com
KimAirs.com
Kim Airs is the founder of Boston’s first sexuality 
boutique, Grand Opening!, and co-founder of Boston 
MOB. Kim’s exploits during her 22 years in the adult 
industry include teaching and presenting, consulting 
for sex toy start-ups, starring in a one-woman show in 

Hollywood AND a one hour feature on HBO, and consulting with doctors and 
sex therapists. She is currently the official sex toy blogger for XBIZ.

Kit Stubbs, Ph.D.
toymakerproject.com
teasecraft.com
effing.org
Kit Stubbs, Ph.D. is a queer/pansexual roboticist who is 
more interested in people than in technology. Her light-
up dildo prototype “The Hammer” has been named 
the #1 Geekiest Sex Toy by cracked.com. Kristen blogs 

about technological empowerment for sexuality and pleasure, and organizes 
teasecraft-boston, a meetup group for sex/kink-positive makers. 

Kristina
Kristina is an introvert with a serious mad scientist kink. 
In her role as an unhinged, super sexy, and unforgivably 
sadistic Doktor, she applies her considerable evil 
intelligence to making hapless microbes imprisoned 
in her private petri dish gulag as uncomfortable as 
possible. They fear her.

Lady Shimla
violetwandstore.com
Lady Shimla has been in the lifestyle 
for over thirty years. She is an avid 
educator, vendor, developer and 
user of the violet wand who has 
authored four books on the subject, 
two of which are gender specific. 
‘Basic Violet Wand’ and ‘Advanced 
Violet Wands’ include a How-to 
DVD for those who wish to learn in 
a more private setting or to continue 
the education available in the classes 
at home.
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Laura Antoniou
lantoniou.com
Laura Antoniou began her writing career in the 1980s 
as editor of the groundbreaking ‘Leatherwomen’ 
anthologies. She is author of The Marketplace Series, 
‘Cinema Erotica’, ‘Shop Stud’, ‘Musclebound’, and editor 
of several other collections of BDSM and erotic fiction 
and non-fiction. She has appeared as a speaker at 
Harvard, NYU, Rutgers, Columbia and the University of 
Washington.

Lisa
Lisa attended her first BDSM event in 2003 after it occurred to her that perhaps 
something existed beyond the rather bad BDSM porn she had been reading. 
She has served on the boards of North Carolina CAPEX and Atlanta SouthEast 
Leather Fest, and has taught at DF&SA, Raleigh TNG, Submissive Journey 
Weekend, Frolicon, TESFest, and KinkFest. Lisa has been happily owned by 
Boomer for the last 7 years.

lisa
NHOT.org
lisa most accurately and comfortably identifies as a 
slave, revels in the freedom of being owned by Carl, 
and delights in serving for his pleasure. In 2013, Carl 
and lisa launched NHOT (New Hampshire Order of the 
Triskelion) for the exploration of Power Exchange and 
its benefit to body, mind and spirit.

Littlebit
Littlebit is a kinky little southern belle, passionate 
educator, and dancer. Since discovering the world 
of kink three years ago, and with the support of her 
husband and the guidance of her Sir, she has become an 
influential educator, teaching dance and teasing in the 
scene.

Lord Percival
nelaonline.org
Lord Percival (Percy) has been active in the scene for 
more than four decades. Mostly known for his rope 
mastery, education is a particular passion of Percy’s. He 
is currently on the Board of NELA (New England Leather 
Alliance), as Director of Programming and Education.

LordeCupcakeCunt
doodleboi.com
LordeCupcakeCunt is agender-fluid, a full-time 
Bostonian, part-time cat, and overall spiritual being. Xe 
can be seen presenting topics such as sexuality, gender, 
and advocacy. Xe is the organizer of two trans* groups: 
TSK and Community TIESS, and can be seen with a cup 
of tea and a notebook; or regularly hanging out in rope 
in the air. Xe is co-chair of the FFF 46 Programming 
Team. Gender Neutral pronouns please.

MagentaRayne
MagentaRayne has a background in Comparative 
Religions, Anthropology, and Women’s Studies. After 
her own experiences in an abusive marriage, she 
believes deeply that boldly claiming one’s sexuality 
can be boundlessly empowering. That, combined with 
her own strange, winding spiritual path led her to the 
intersection of sexuality and spirituality. She takes great 
joy in sharing this juxtaposition with others.

Max
BondageLessions.com
Max has been active in Seattle’s kink community since 
1992 and has taught publicly and privately since 1999. 
He projects a gentle, dominant energy. His scenes 
generally include rope, and his relationships include a 
substantial D/s component.

Midori
PlanetMidori.com
FHP-inc.com
RopeDojo.com
Midori is one of our favorite presenters at Fetish Fair 
Fleamarket, and a NELA fan. A sex-positive activist, 
she’s made an improbable career out of being the 
world’s traveling sexpert on the art of creative and 

sensual living. Don’t miss the groundbreaking book ‘Seductive Art of Japanese 
Bondage’ which first opened the mysteries to Westerners, and her hot essays 
and twisted dark science fiction. 

Miss Cindy
Miss Cindy is a member of The Society, WMPE, and 
Femdom New England. She has been in the BDSM 
lifestyle for six years. She is a Switch who is collared, 
but still enjoys Dominating at times. She is very involved 
with FemDom New England. She helps organize 
munches and events.

Miss Jena
New England Forty and Over Kinksters

Mr. Dream
Mr. Dream has been hypnotizing folks for 13 years, and 
organizing events, classes, parties and conferences for 
four. He is the founder of the TES Hypnokink SIG in NYC 
and organizes Deepmind Darkwood. He enjoys teaching 
BDSM and Hypnosis, whether one-on-one or in lectures 
and workshops. He is a board member for TES: The 
Eulenspiegel Society.

Murphy Blue
murphyblue.net
Murphy Blue has been bringing his kink knowledge and 
signature style wherever he could since the turn of the 
century. A self-claimed “American Rigger”, he tries to 
focus not just on the hows of tying, but the frequently 
forgotten whys. The interplay of people and energy 
through rope and gestures is something that should be 
passed along.

NaughtyBaby
NaughtyBaby is a bratty, wicked, sassy, red-headed 
switch, and a deeply motivated, enthusiastic and 
passionate kinkster. Full of confidence and positivity, 
her mission is to help everyone find their inner diva. 
She is a member of WMPE and The Society, and happily 
shares life with SpankBoss and NaughtyRalphie, The 
Naughty Family.
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NaughtyRalphie
NaughtyRalphie is a switch-happy kinkster with a most 
unusual introduction into the lifestyle. Involved with 
the CT kink scene for years, he has been called one of 
the greatest masochists ever known. He joined the 
family of NaughtyBaby and SpankBoss at FFF37. He 
enjoys his friendship with SpankBoss and happily wears 
NaughtyBaby’s collar while he exercises his authority as 
her Daddy. A very switchy scenario!

Operation Hammond
operationhammond.com
facebook.com/OperationHammond
twitter.com/OpsHammond
operationhammond.tumblr.com
youtube.com/user/operationhammond
Operation Hammond is a non-profit organization of 
like-minded individuals within the anime, sci-fi, fantasy 

and pop culture convention community dedicated to bringing awareness of 
first aid, emergency preparedness and training to people who attend and staff 
anime, sci-fi, fantasy and pop culture cons. The diversity and social dimensions 
of this social scene are unique. We are nerds helping nerds in times of need.

Opn
email: opnheartd@hotmail.com
Opn is a queer little fat girl who likes to play, and thinks 
building kinky community is hot. With “organizing” 
firmly one of her kinks, Opn has been running munches, 
field trips, play parties, demo programs, safety 
awareness orientations, concession tables, ice breakers, 
outreach tables, FUNdraisers, and multi-person scenes 
since the beginning of her kink career in the ‘90s.

P.E.T.E.
groups.yahoo.com/group/ticklene
Email: footplay210@yahoo.com
Fetlife: PETE210
P.E.T.E. has been an active tickling & foot fetishist for 20 
years. He is an instructor for the Kink Academy, runs 
play events for Tickle New England!, and created New 
England Feet, to build community, support, information 

& safe connection. P.E.T.E. embraces his kinks as fun, sensual & erotic practices 
that hold great dynamic benefits ranging from vanilla to deeply spiritual, 
healing & sexual.

pet_tigress
nelaonline.org
pet tigress is a thoughtful, feisty, and engaging presenter, 
who can speak from both the bark and meow side of 
animal and pet role play. She is also the Webmaster 
for NELA and applies her wicked sense of humor to @
FetishFlea and NELAweb postings.

Ponyboy Rusty
Ponyboy Rusty entered 
the world of Pony 
Play in 2007 when his 
owner, La Dresseuse 
Maureen first placed a 
bit in his mouth. Since 
then he has won many 

awards and presented classes for would-
be ponies and handlers. While he can 
handle ponies well, he still prefers being 
one most of all.

Ponyboy Stormy
Ponyboy Stormy got his start with pony play in 2002 and 
has been with his current owner, La Dresseuse Maureen 
since 2007. He has won many awards and ribbons over 
the years and has taught a number of classes. He always 
enjoys helping new ponies or trainers get started.

Ramon
Ramon is an active member of the NYC BDSM scene, and is involved with 
various organizations including The Eulenspiegel Society (TES), where he is 
a Board member as well as a class presenter. In his spare time, Ramon designs 
and fabricates custom metal BDSM equipment and furniture. He particularly 
enjoys rope bondage, fire play, single tails, and making pretty girls cry.

RopeRider
BoundInBoston.com
RopeRider is the organizer of the rope bondage 
convention Bound In Boston. He began his journey 
with rope bondage as a fetish photographer, but 
quickly found that he enjoys both participating in and 
photographing rope play.

Samantha
beyondsafewords.com
Samantha is an educator, 
sex nerd, and therapist 
(Independently Licensed 
Clinical Social Worker) 
with clients of just about 
every sexuality and 

gender orientation. Her current project, ‘Safety 
Beyond Safewords’, is focused on educating the 
kink community and mental health professionals 
about healthy sexuality within the context of kink 
and BDSM. You can learn more on her blog.

Sara Scalper
Sara Scalper is a 
delightfully genderfluid, 
queer, nonmonogamous, 
lifestyle sadist. They have been topping and involved in 
the public BDSM scene for over a decade, and have been 
a part of the Boston scene since 2010. They have taught 
at the Society, Trans Spectrum Kinksters, MOB, Boston 
TNG, and Wicked Women, and are excited to present at 
the Flea for the first time this year! 

SDParent1
Recovery In the Lifestyle: 12 Step recovery covering all 
programs 

Sepiessa
Sepiessa , a self-proclaimed YogaGeek, is immersed in 
a long-standing love affair with everything yoga (the 
mindspace, sense of floatiness, the squeeze and release, 
etc). She’s practiced yoga since 1997 and was certified 
to teach by a well-respected school in the summer of 
2003. Little did she know that years later she’d discover 
the many parallels between kink and yoga.
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Sir Vice
Sir Vice has been active in the BDSM community for 
10+ years. He owns Limits Unleashed LLC, a personal 
coaching service for alternative lifestyles. His expertise 
includes Power Exchange & related relationship 
dynamics, general BDSM activities, communication, 
relationships, and sexual & behavioral psychology. 
He is also extensively trained in Chinese martial arts, 
meditation practices & instruction.

sluttydee
sluttydee RN is a safer sex educator and Nurse who 
works at a local LGBTQ clinic. She meets with patients 
every day who are looking to maximize their fun, while 
reducing their risk level. Dee started in the scene 5 
years ago at the Kinky Seder, and has been enjoying 
bondage and escape ever since! When she isn’t working 
or kinking, she finds time to geek out to Doctor Who, 
knit, and read.

soumise
soumise is relatively new to the BDSM lifestyle, 
but she brings her lifelong passions for movement, 
education, and helping people with her. With her 
Master’s encouragement, she has been integrating her 
professional interests with her lifestyle training and 
experiences. Her time is split between her clients and 
students, training instructors, and helping her Master, 
Sir Vice, with Limits Unleashed LLC.

Synuates
Synuates is a LGBTQ+ Educator, Organizer, and 
Communicator. Syn is fascinated by all things (gender)
queer and deeply interested in the ways linguistics 
touches our lives, queer, kinky, poly, and otherwise. 
This year, hy presented at The Geeky Kink Event: New 
England, Fantasia Fair, First Event, and Transcending 
Boundaries. Gender-neutral or masculine pronouns, 
please!

Tasha Rose
Tasha Rose is the Ombudsman for The Society in 
Hartford, CT.

tat2dgerl
tat2dgerl has been in the scene for 18 years. She is a 
chemical engineering major at the University of Rhode 
Island and is equally as obsessed with geekiness and 
kinkiness.

Thista Minai
Thista Minai is a priestess, 
polytheist, spiritworker, 
Ordeal facilitator, and founder 
of Spectrum Gate Mysteries. 
She has fifteen years of 
experience with designing and 
conducting rituals, performing 
various types of energy work, 
and teaching workshops on a 
wide variety of topics ranging 
from metaphysics and energy 
dynamics to sacred sexuality 
and the Ordeal path.

Twitch-the-Switch
Twitch-the-Switch‘s rope fascination began with Wonder 
Woman. He wanted a hot woman in sexy boots to tie him 
up and make him tell the truth. Hell, he still does! But 
his fascination with rope means more to him than just 
restraining or being restrained. From rough and tumble, 
to sexy and sensual, he feels that rope speaks to all of the 
senses as it encompasses a body and brings two people 
together in a scene.

Wintersong
barkingshaman.com
W i n t e r s o n g 
is a presenter, 
photographer, writer, 
and shaman, who 
teaches on a variety 
of kink techniques, as 

well as on LGBTQ issues and spirituality 
topics. At various times he has been a kink event programming coordinator/
assistant producer, a product designer, a high-profile LGBTQ blogger, and has 
appeared in documentaries and podcasts.

Wiseguy
mindplayblog.blogspot.com
amazon.com/Mind-Play-Guide-Erotic-Hypnosis/
dp/1484841034
amazon.com/Mind-Play-Study-Guide/dp/1512230278
Wiseguy (Mark Wiseman) is a professional hypnotist and 
author of the book Mind Play: A Guide to Erotic Hypnosis, 
a how-to guide on erotic hypnosis written expressly for the 

kink community, and a library of short and long erotic stories using hypnosis. 
He can usually be found at erotic hypnosis events teaching hypnosis skills and 
providing advice to newcomers to the kink.

Wyldcat
Wyldcat has been involved in the kink scene since 2009. 
Today she is known as an accomplished Female Rigger, 
Member of Team Blue, and a Savage Switch. Wyldcat 
travels wherever the ‘blue’ winds take her, sharing the art 
and joy of Kink, Rope, and American style rigging.

Zany M
zanythoughts.tumblr.com
Zany M has been in the BDSM scene for over a decade. 
Morgan is a toppy pansexual sadist, a mischievous alpha 
geek and a reaction junkie. Morgan is the leader of the 
TES Hypnokink special interest group. She has taught 
classes at TES, TESfest, FFF, LILNR, NEEHU, FMB, and at 

Deepmind Darkwood (also known as 
Camp MindFuck.) “She seemed so sweet 
and innocent, until I got to know her.”
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A Spanko Social!: Blistered Bottoms, Red Rumps, and 
Thrashed Tushies - Oh My!
NaughtyBaby
Social - Ocean - Sun 2:30 PM
Are you a spanko? Does the thought of a bright pink bum turned over a knee 
give you butterflies in your stomach? Then come on out and socialize with the 
slap happy spankos! 

Aesthetically Pleasing Rope Harnesses
LordeCupcakeCunt
Rope - Wickford - Sat 1:00 PM
Do you want to tie a harness on a person who does not have a large breasts 
and a skinny waist, or show your own flair and creativity, rather than using the 
same harness that everyone else uses? Learn basic harness stability techniques 
and how you can apply them to all body types. Ask questions, get feedback, and 
learn how to move from basic to artistic within the rope aesthetic. Feel your 
creative juices flowing, get artistic with rope!

Aftercare for All
Sir Vice
General Skills - Wickford - Sun 11:45 AM
Aftercare is often discussed as a need many bottoms or subs have after a scene, 
but often leaves out the needs of the Top or Dom. This workshop explores how 
everyone should address aftercare for all involved, and in the many ways that 
they can differ from person to person. 

Animal and Pet Role Play: Nurture your Inner 
Animal
pet tigress
Role Play - Greenwich - Fri 10:00 PM
Have you ever wanted to growl or bark at someone? Maybe play with a ball 
of yarn and lay in the sun? Does pulling a cart sound intriguing? How about 
stalking prey? Your inner animal is as unique as you are. Learn techniques to 
bring it forth, develop it, and connect with your partner(s) on a whole new 
level through animal role play and pet play.

Asexual to Zanie: Exploring the Terminology of 
Sexuality
Synuates
Gender - Greenwich - Sat 10:45 AM
Explore basic sexuality terms and labels, including those within LGB/Queer+ 
spectrum, as well as concepts of self as they relate to sexual orientation.

Author Readings
Laura Antoniou, Cecilia Tan
Author Readings - 623 - Sat 10:45 AM / 9:00 PM - Barrington - Sat 8:00 PM
Join Cecilia Tan and Laura Antoniou as they host a steamy round of erotica 
reading from many of our talented authors. Come celebrate the erotic word 
and all it does for us!

Awakening the Dragon: Foundations in Sacred 
Sexuality
MagentaRayne
Spirituality - Wickford - Sat 6:15 PM
This class is an experiental class where you will learn some of the basic 
elements that are common to most paths of Sacred Sexuality, with an emphasis 
on Tantra and Taoist practices. Participants will learn some basic energy/
chakra awareness, meditation 
for focus and basic breathwork. 
While some basic background 
of these practices will be given, 
the goal of this class is to give 
participants a taste of the 
energy and connection that can 
be accessed by these ancient 

practices.

Basic Violet Wands
Lady Shimla
General Skills - Rotunda - Sat 9:00 AM
This class offers a brief historical overview of violet wands and a discussion 
of safety and health issues. There will be an introduction of techniques as 
well as a comparison between older violet wand technologies and the more 
modern ones in use today. This class presents an opportunity for participants 
to experience the sensations of the violet wand, including direct and indirect 
contact. This is a hands-on and a discussion based class. A handout is offered 
to all attendees containing basic safety information and a list of common FAQs.

BDSM Taster
Danie, Iya
EVENT - Rotunda - Fri 7:45 PM
Never been to a dungeon or play party? Not sure what to expect at the play 
party Saturday night? Come to the NELA BDSM Taster on Friday night and 
get your bearings. You will be able to meet new people, learn basic etiquette 
for playing around others and explore and experience new things from either 
the giving or the receiving end (or both)! Come check out our “tasting menu” 
of stations including spanking, canes, knives, bondage and more. Our station 
hosts are there to answer questions and give you a “taste” from their menu, 
either as the top, bottom, or both. This is a no pressure event; feel free to 
observe, ask questions, try one thing or many. Please note this is not a play 
party; this is the tasting menu for Saturday night’s fun!

Best Kink Advice Nobody Told You
Midori
General Skills - Bristol - Sat 10:45 AM
Do you want more fulfilling play? Need more effective ways to uncover the 
other’s real desires and minimize scene failure? Dissatisfied with scenes or 
frustrated at not having your desire accepted? How do you create a multi 
person scene where everyone is happy? Join Midori in this popular and unique 
class where she explodes the standard definitions of kink and expands the idea 
of what it is all about. She maps out a fine-tuned and flexible framework that 
anyone can use to better describe their appetites. The first step to fulfilling 
your desire is to better understand them, then effectively and appealingly 
conveying them. A class for those who want hotter play, and those don’t quite 
fit into the standard boxes... and for anyone who is curious about their own 
pleasure potential! 

Beyond the Stoplight: Now with Less Drama
Samantha
Communication - Greenwich - Sat 1:00 PM
Most of us know, at least intellectually, the importance of communicating 
limits and establishing ongoing consent. Even for seasoned players, limits 
can be hard to define, or keep to because one may not want to “wimp out” 
or let their partner down. A rope bottom may worry that by pointing out the 
pinching in their armpit, they’ll stop 
an otherwise hot scene. Edge players, 
experimenting with pushing limits, 
may have a hard time knowing when 
things are really “okay,” and when 
they are causing themselves or their 
partner harm. Negotiations and 
safewords, in short, are frequently 
not enough. This class looks at ways 
to address those times when limits 
come in shades of gray. 

Biomechanics for 
Bondage
Abbystract
Rope - Barrington - Sat 6:15 PM
If you’ve ever wanted to know how to 
more safely and easily restrict, bend, 
and move bodies in rope, this class is 
for you. With theory discussion and 
hands-on exploration, participants 
will learn how to use biomechanics 
and movement in and out of rope 
to make their scenes smoother and 
safer.
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Bodywork Techniques for BDSM: Rough Play
Zany M
Hypnosis - Barrington - Sun 2:00 PM
This class will explore hands-on bodywork techniques that can enhance 
hypnotic states and other BDSM activities. There will be a brief discussion 
about body language, intent and what touch can convey non-verbally. Learn 
VAKOG model (visual, audio, kinesthetic, olfactory and gustatory) associated 
with NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programming) that is often used in hypnosis. 
Advanced hypnosis skills will be demonstrated such as matching and leading, 
developing rapport with your subject, and using touch to communicate intent. 
Many “intense” bodywork techniques will be introduced, some rougher than 
others. In this workshop we will practice with a partner. Bring a yoga mat 
or blanket to explore on should you want to practice and be led through 
techniques. Expect to learn, explore, and play rough! 

Boot Black - Friday/Saturday/Sunday
Just_Kate
Lounge - Plaza Foyer - Fri 6:00 
PM / Sat 10:00 AM / Sun 10:00 
AM
The Bootblack Stand is back 
this year for all of your boot and 
leather needs. Come by, take 
a load off, watch the beautiful 
fetishwear go by, and let our 
team of skilled bootblacks care 
for your boots, jackets, pants, 
vests, chaps, and toys. Donations 
go to a good cause and you’ll look 
great when we’re done.

Breathwork for 
BDSM: Increase 
Stamina, Connect, and 
Decrease Drama
Bendyogagirl
General Skills - Tiverton - Fri 
6:00 PM
Join Bendy for an experiential 
workshop on how breath impacts 
and effects play and communication. You will learn specific techniques for 
increasing connection and intimacy with your partner(s). Bendy will also share 
some ways you can use breath as a top to keep your bottom off balance - helps 
with the mind fucks! We will also explore how breath can increase empathy 
and emotional intelligence - these are excellent ‘tools’ to have for both bottoms 
and tops - particularly in edge play. 

Caning for the Curious: An Introduction
Max
Impact - Tiverton - Fri 7:45 PM
Canes are delicate little things. They’re slender, lightweight, and deceptively 
simple. They are also amazingly intense- many people view them as a 
particularly “heavy” toy. This workshop helps you deliver a caning scene. We’ll 
discuss types of canes, types of strikes, where to hit, and safety considerations. 
We’ll also discuss the softer skills required to manage your bottom’s experience.

Cathartic Flogging
Thista Minai
General Skills - Rotunda - Sun 10:00 AM
Catharsis is a process of release, purification, and relief, whereby one is 
relieved of repressed emotions and energies. In this workshop we will explore 
how flogging can elicit catharsis, and practice some basic cathartic flogging 
techniques. This workshop does not teach technical flogging skills, so please 
have some knowledge of the fundamentals. All are welcome for the discussion 
and demonstration, but please bring your own flogger and bottom if you would 
like to practice.

Chest Harnesses, Gotes, & Box Ties Oh My!
Wyldcat
Rope - Rhode Island - Sun 11:45 AM
Developing a solid well practiced chest harness is essential in basic and 
advanced rope bondage. There is an infinite variety of what you can do upon 
binding someone’s core. In this class we will closely examine the chest harness, 
different types, its development and the common destination a “Takata Gote” 
or commonly called in the U.S., a ‘TK’.

christian Religious Kink
P.E.T.E.
Spirituality - Rhode Island - Sat 10:45 AM
Fr. PETEr will guide attendees through elements of cultural energy, historical 
content, power role dynamics and kink perversions of christian religious play. 
This interactive presentation will include demos and discussion for beginners 
and intermediate religious perverters.

Connecting Through Intentional Pain Play
chasingamy
General Skills - Wickford - Fri 6:00 PM
Pain processing is an integral part of any impact or pain scene. It’s not 
something that the bottom has to, or should, manage alone. Approaching pain 
processing as a team effort and working together can improve your connection, 
pain tolerance and scene duration.

Cosplay as Roleplay: Intimate Improvisation
Cecilia Tan
Role Play - Rhode Island - Fri 10:00 PM
Chances are if you’ve participated in any kind of BDSM play, you’ve played a 
bit with roles, even if the roles are as basic as “master” and “slave.” How do 
you level up to something more complicated or dramatic, and why would you 
want to? In this class we’ll talk about using the techniques of improvisational 
acting to add drama to roleplay scenes and make them run smoothly. Roleplay 
is a powerful relationship tool because it bonds our imaginations together and 
creates an incredible sense of shared experience. Whether you want to see 
what would really happen if Catwoman captured the Batman, or you want to 
do a doctor/patient scene to jazz up using all the medical toys you bought, we 
have tips for you!

Crazy Glue Invisible Bondage and Infibulation
Dov
General Skills - Rotunda - Sat 6:15 PM
This class is about demystifying this fun pervertible for mindfucks. We will 
discuss and demonstrate many wonderful perversions with this super-strength 
glue for bondage, on genitalia for infibulation, and for temporary chastity. We 
will also cover safety issues, some theory/chemistry of its function, and its 
intended medical usage.

Cuff-Em: A How-to in Tying Quick Rope Handcuffs
LordeCupcakeCunt
Rope - Greenwich - Sat 9:00 AM
No rope experience necessary! Are you looking to learn a few quick handcuff 
ties to secure two limbs together- or apart? This class will show you three 
different ways to tie someone handcuff style; a few simple steps to get them 
tied, with easy escape tips for just in case they need to get out quick. Bring an 
open mind and one length (15-30 ft) of your favorite handcuffing rope. Loaner 
rope will be available, for those who do not have their own.
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Cut Downs and Cut Outs
AdelineKindred
General Skills - Kingston - Sat 10:45 AM
We spend hours practicing our ties, thinking up new and creative ways to bind 
and contort the body with rope, or straps, or other types of bondage. How 
much time has been spent thinking about getting the person out or down in 
an emergency? How much time have you spent practicing for problems that 
may come up? Your rope skills may be tight, but that doesn’t stop the building 
from catching fire, the ceiling from collapsing or someone else from making a 
mistake. This class will be an opportunity to discuss those problems that may 
come up, the tools you would use in case of emergency and when to make the 
decision to cut. As the class draws to a close you will have the opportunity to 
practice cutting rope under tension. These minutes of practice could make the 
difference when seconds count.

Differently Abled Folks Meet & Greet
soumise
Social - Ocean - Sun 1:30 PM
The Differently Abled Folks meetup is a space for people who are interested 
in getting to know people who do not consider themselves 100% able-bodied 
or able-minded. This is a space to exchange positive or negative experiences 
based around ability and talk about how to interact with our communities. 
Though this space is specifically intended for differently abled folk, allies and 
partners of differently abled folk are also welcome.

Dim Mak - Five Fingers of Death
Ramon
Impact - Wickford - Fri 10:00 PM
There are several types of pressure points - each is applied differently and each 
creates a different sensation. “Pain points”, for example, use tendons, ligaments, 
and muscles - the goal is to temporarily immobilize the target. With minimal 
effort, learn how to deliver maximum pain and torment using just your fingers, 
turning them into Fingers of Death!

Edge Play from the Bottom Up: Predator and Prey
Bendyogagirl
Communication - Bristol - Sat 4:30 PM
Edge Play- the stuff that they do. You know, the dangerous stuff. Join Bendy for 
a delightful and insightful discussion of Edge Play from the perspective of the 
Bottom. Using some light demonstrations, we will discuss some of the types 
of edge play, limits, boundaries, consent and more. Handouts for those who 
attend.

Effective Verbal and Non-Verbal Communication: A 
Power-Exchange Framework
Ramon
Power and Authority Exchange - Greenwich - Sat 9:45 PM
Communication is always important, but especially so in a power-exchange 
framework. This lecture/demo discusses the effective use of communication 
skills to create and/or better develop a D/s relationship. You will learn 
verbal and non-verbal methods to 
maneuver, manipulate, trick, and 
mindfuck your (consenting) partner 
for the desired effect.

Erotic Hypnosis Meet & 
Greet
Kristina
Social - Ocean - Fri 8:30 PM
Join us for a casual meet and greet 
to say hello and chat with fellow 
erotic hypnosis enthusiasts. From 
experienced to just curious, all are 
welcome! There are several hypnosis 
classes and a hypnosis lounge this 
weekend, the meet and greet is a 
great way to start off the weekend. 

Erotic Spanking
AdelineKindred
Impact - Kingston - Fri 10:00 PM
For thousands of years, and 
perhaps longer, spanking has 
been a part of human history. It 
transcends kink, finding itself in 
movies and vanilla bedrooms. 
Spanking has even been written 
about in Cosmo, although that’s 
no shocker. It has been proven to 
increase blood flow to the buttocks and by proxy the genitals, heightening 
arousal. It is arguably the best way to have an intimate connection of flesh upon 
flesh in the S&M world. This class will open up the world of spanking to you, 
teach you to conquer the moon and the mind. It will focus on the bare handed 
beating of the buttocks, without forgetting the brain and the body as tools for a 
bewildering time. Count with me and enjoy.

Everyone Has One: Using and Respecting Pronouns
LordeCupcakeCunt
Gender - Wickford - Fri 7:45 PM
Everyone has questions when meeting a person who may not conform to 
society’s gender stereotypes: Are you a girl or a boy? How can I ask without 
being rude? What’s your preferred gender pronoun? They isn’t singular? We 
will discuss how to ask (or NOT ask) questions, and how we as a community 
can identify and use pronouns more respectfully.

Everything You Want to Know About Latex: From the 
Basics to the Bizarre
Baroness
General Skills - Kingston - Sat 9:45 PM
Delve into the deliciously decadent world of latex fetish with The Baroness, 
New York’s Premier Latex Designer. Explore latex’s evolution from a taboo 
worn only behind closed doors to its general acceptance in the current scene. 
The Baroness will provide an overview of latex history, tracing it from its 
origins as a sacred item from Goodyear rubber and gas masks to The Avengers 
and its present use in advertising, fashion and entertainment. Learn the 
difference between rubber and latex; what to look for when shopping for latex 
clothing and rubber gear; as well as care and repair to ensure your fetish garb 
enjoys a long life. You will be treated to a mini fashion show of The Baroness’ 
provocative latex designs. Vending Room 105, NYC boutique: 530 East 13th 
Street. www.baroness.com

Exploring Kink - Giving and Accepting Service
Max
Power and Authority Exchange - Bristol - Sat 8:00 PM
Many kinksters love the idea of service, but struggle to make it work. That’s 
not surprising- giving and accepting service requires a different toolset 
than sensation-based S/M or power-based D/S. Service can be deep, quiet 
and profound- or it can be challenging for both the top and the bottom. This 
workshop will help tops receive service gracefully and will help bottoms who 
wish to offer service. Max will present several models for service and service 
relationships, and will provide techniques you can use to define and nurture 
your own service dynamic. As with all of Max’s workshops, a handout will be 
provided to facilitate your learning and retention. This workshop assumes no 
previous BDSM experience and is appropriate for all genders, all orientations, 
and for both tops and bottoms.

Finding Pleasure After Trauma
Dr. Ruthie
General Skills - Wickford - Sat 9:45 pm
We each deserve pleasure, regardless of our pasts. But how can we find our 
sensual and sexual selves after trauma? Dr. Ruthie brings their extensive 
experience in helping others discover how to nurture the return of pleasure 
after pain. Attendees will gain new insight and tools for rediscovering joy and 
intimacy. This workshop is grounded in trauma recovery theory focused on 
mindfulness, grounding, restoring, and reclaiming of the self. Participants will 
not be asked to disclose the source of their traumas during the workshop, 
and instead will be invited to quietly reflect, draw, or write as needed so as 
to keep the space as safe and comfortable as possible for everyone. Best for 
participants who are no longer in a high-risk situation (ie: no longer dating 
their abuser). 
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Fear of Asking in a Submissive
Sir Vice
Power and Authority Exchange - Kingston - Sat 9:00 AM
Based on one of our most popular articles on FetLife and the web, this 
workshop explores how making requests, asking, begging, and even using safe 
words can be one of the most difficult challenges for a submissive or slave. 
More importantly, we take a deeper look at key motives for these challenges 
and how to overcome them. Key points include: Traps and paradoxes of the 
heart and mind; Exploring the roots, fears, anxiety and common triggers; 
Training to cope and overcome the fear of asking. Exercises for both sides of 
the slash. (D/s, M/s, etc.)

Fem Dom Round Table
Miss Cindy
Panel - Ocean - Sat 9:00 AM
This roundtable is for Female Dominants and those who love to serve them, 
bringing new and experienced people together. Discussion is round robin 
format, covering questions, concerns, and experiences from the Dominant 
perspective. Women who identify as Top, Domme or Switch are welcome, as 
are those who want to serve FemDommes (you will be allowed to participate 
only if asked for an open opinion answer). 

Foiling the Escape Artist: Working with Body 
Mechanics to Remove Advantages
Dov
Rope - Tiverton - Sat 9:45 PM
Preventing or delaying escape from rope bondage: This is a workshop 
exploring various aspects of dealing with escape artist rope bottoms and why 
just because you can tie a rope harness doesn’t mean no one can escape it. We 
will be examining and working with various ties and strategies to understand 
how and why they are or aren’t effective and how to make your work more 
escape proof.

Formicophilia Fun!
Wintersong
General Skills - Rotunda - Sat 2:45 PM
Formicophilia is the erotic interest in being crawled upon and/or bitten by 
small insects, although in this workshop we’ll look at playing with worms too. 
Starting out by covering some of the “whys” and “hows” of this versatile and 
edgy form of play for, including everything from mindfucks to sensual play, 
pain play, and beyond. We’ll talk about some of the common kinds of critters 
people play with such as red wigglers, earthworms, fly larva, mealworms/
superworms, crickets, and slugs. Safety and techniques will be discussed and 
demoed for a variety of critters, objectives, anatomy, and play scenarios.

From the Inside Out: Erotic Photography
Anthelian, RopeRider, Wintersong, Iya
Photography - Greenwich - Sat 6:15 PM
Peer inside the minds of three erotic fetish photographers as they reveal 
their creative processes behind the lens. Meet Anthelian, RopeRider, and 
Wintersong, up close and personal, in this intimate adventure into the world 
of erotic fetish photography. View their work, among others,’ in the Fetish Fair 
Fleamarket Photo Lounge throughout the weekend.

From the Sensual To the Sadistic: Calibration Equals 
Good Scenes For Every Body
Sara Scalper
Impact - Kingston - Sat 1:00 PM
What is calibration, you may ask? Well, the dictionary definition is “the act of 
checking or adjusting the accuracy of an instrument.” Applying this concept in a 
BDSM context in a scene, a top’s body, and their implements, is the instrument. 
The top can adjust their movements, what implements they use, the intensity 
of their use, the patterns they are used in to become more “in tune” with the 
bottom. Toppy folks will learn how to negotiate safely and thoroughly, to clearly 
read the communication signals during a scene, and calibrate their actions 
resulting in longer and more satisfying scenes. Bottomy folks will learn what to 
look for when negotiating with a potential top as well as ways to communicate 
how they’re feeling during a scene in order to assist the top in calibration.

Fun With Pervertables
Arkcane
General Skills - 623 - Sat 2:45 PM
Thanks to the sexy world of pervertables, you too can be the MacGuyver of kink! 
Come learn how to make the most of whatever you’ve got on hand. Locked in 
a room with nothing but dental floss and stuffed pig? No problem! You have all 
you need for a sexy scene. After all, it’s not what you use... it’s how you use it!

Giving Good Head: Manipulating & Stimulating the 
Head, Hair, Neck and Face
Max
Rope - Tiverton - Sun 2:00 PM
Going Primal. Get your blood pumping and your heart racing as we explore 
the intensity of Primal as both play and state of being. Understand why it 
produces such intensity, how it impacts us physically and emotionally, and 
techniques to make your engagement more dynamic and enjoyable. Key points 
include: Evolutionary behaviorism and the primitive mind; Social norms and 
conflicting messages; Appreciating the frameworks that influence and impact; 
The visceral experience and engagement; Focusing on the sensory and sensual; 
Timing, pacing, and listening; Instinct and improvisation; moving fluidly by 
attuning to instinct and intuition.

Going Primal
Sir Vice
Role Play - Kingston - Sat 8:00 PM
Going Primal. Get your blood pumping and your heart racing as we explore the 
intensity of Primal as both play and state of being. Understand why it produces 
such intensity, how it impacts us physically and emotionally, and techniques 
to make your engagement more dynamic and enjoyable. Duration 90 minutes. 
Key points include: Introduction and definition. Evolutionary behaviorism and 
the primitive mind; the hard wiring with us and our responses. Social norms 
and conflicting messages; appreciating the frameworks that influence and 
impact. The visceral experience and engagement: focusing on the sensory and 
sensual. Timing, pacing, and listening; cues from within us and others. Instinct 
and improvisation; moving fluidly by attuning to instinct and intuition.

Grounding, Centering, and Shielding for Kinksters
Thista Minai
Spirituality - Wickford - Sat 8:00 PM
When a scene has set you spinning, but it’s time to transition back to a normal 
state, how do you find stability? How can centering your awareness in your 
body help you seize and wield the power of a scene? How can you protect your 
mental, emotional, and energetic resources, even in in the midst of a chaotic 
crowd? Join us to explore the fundamental principles of grounding, centering, 
and shielding, and learn how to use these techniques to enhance our kink.

Hierarchical D/s
Diamond Blue
Power and Authority Exchange - Barrington - Sat 9:00 AM
Got a Family, a House, a Team or even a Harem? When power exchange 
relationships expand past just two people, things can get...complicated. Come 
learn about different methods and modes of multi-person D/s relationships, 
and what you can do to ‘keep your house in order’ whether you’re on the top, 
the bottom, or anywhere in between.

Hitchin’ Bitches Boston 
Meet & Greet
Zee
Social - Ocean - Sat 12:30 PM
HBB is Hitchin’ Bitches Boston: an 
intentionally welcoming community 
that seeks to foster a love of rope by 
creating a safe, neutral learning and 
sharing space, with feminine energy 
to drive us, and in which women are 
encouraged to get hands-on experience 
with tying and being tied. Stop by, try 
some rope and learn more about 
becoming a hitchin’ bitch!
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Intro to CBT
Wintersong
General Skills - Rotunda - Sat 1:00 PM
Cock and Ball Torture (cbt) doesn’t have to be 
incredibly complex or difficult. This introductory 
cbt class will cover some of the fun and mean 
things you can do to someone’s (or your own) 
cock and balls quickly and easily using readily 
available supplies such as clothespins/clamps, 
your own fingers, various impact toys, things 
you can buy at the corner store and more! Plus, 
some delightfully nasty things to do for folks 
who are ready to step up their cbt game a bit. 
Join us for the hows, whys (and why nots), and 
of course some fun demonstrations!

Introduction to Hypnokink: 
Using Hypnosis with BDSM
Mr. Dream
Hypnosis - Barrington - Sat 10:45 AM
You’ve got your kink in my hypnosis! You’ve got your hypnosis in my kink! For 
those who are into hypnosis looking to explore BDSM, or kinky folks looking to 
add hypnosis to their toy bag this class is for you. We will demonstrate how to 
perform all the components of a consensual BDSM scene from negotiation to 
aftercare. We will teach how to induce trance, and discuss safety and fun ideas. 
This is a class suitable for all experience levels including absolute novices. 
It is also aimed for both tops and bottoms, hypnotists or subjects. Hands on 
exercises may be available depending on time.

Keeping ‘Em on the Ground: The Value of Floorwork
Murphy Blue
Rope - Rotunda - Sat 8:00 PM
In this time of amazing suspensions, sometimes the value and power of keeping 
your bottom on terra firma is overlooked. This class addresses some positive 
advantages of doing floorwork, as well as a few ties that are fun to do on the 
ground.

Kim Airs with Leo Rising: From Femme to Sleazy 
Alter Ego
Kim Airs
Gender - Tiverton - Sat 8:00 PM
How does a feminine female transform herself into a porno loving, sleazy 
guy who passes in public? Now’s your chance to see Kim Airs’ hysterical, 
informative and inspirational performance, “Kim Airs with Leo Rising” where 
she transforms herself into her sleazy alter ego, Leo DeGennaro. You won’t 
believe what you’re watching when she starts as her sexy self and gradually 
transforms into Leo, her alter ego for the past 20 years, all the while telling true 
stories of her gender bending antics. You don’t want to miss this!

Kink and Trauma: Addressing Abuse and 
Interpersonal Violence in BDSM
Samantha
Communication - 623 - Sun 10:00 AM
The intersection of kink and trauma, especially sexual trauma, is a source of 
perpetual angst and controversy, both within and outside of kink communities. 
However, given the overwhelming prevalence of sexual trauma in the general 
population, it is inevitable that people with trauma histories (of both the “big” 
T and “little” t variety) will find themselves drawn to kink. For the past 5 years, 
Samantha has worked extensively with survivors of many flavors of trauma. In 
this facilitated Roundtable discussion, she will use this experience to debunk 
some of the myths that can be shaming to kinksters with trauma histories. 
Participants will also have an opportunity to bring up questions or thoughts 
about this difficult topic in a contained, non-judgemental space.

How to Create Amazing Scenes: Get Into Their Heads
Midori
Communication - Bristol - Sat 6:15 PM
Want to create mind-blowing scenes that leave you and your partner in a state 
of bliss and pleasure? Do you want to feel confident in knowing what to do next 
in a scene? Feeling like you might be missing the mark on full satisfaction with 
your play? Come to this class to find out what’s between the lines and under the 
skin, the anatomy of a truly hot experience. There’s so much more to amazing 
scenes than just knowing how to use the tools. Whether you are a seasoned 
top, experienced bottom, novice to topping or new to bottoming, this class will 
share with you what you can do before the scene to maximize scene success 
and increase confidence. For all levels of experience, orientation, gender and 
relationship status. Bring note taking material and your questions! 

How to Give and Receive Feedback about Scenes: 
(because you know you gotta do it)
Bendyogagirl
Communication - Tiverton - Sun 11:45 AM
This is a highly experiential class that focuses in on a feedback mechanism that 
is aimed towards giving data to your partner(s) in such a way that they can use 
it to help co-create more fun the next time you play. With Bendy facilitating and 
live demos, learn how answering three simple questions can give a wealth of 
information. You’ll be able to use this in real life, too!

Hypnosis Lounge - Friday/Saturday/Sunday
Kristina
Hypnosis - 133 - Fri 6:00 PM/Sat 10:00 AM/ Sun 10:00 AM
Welcome to the erotic hypnosis lounge. The lounge is a great opportunity for 
learning, sharing techniques, meeting people and practicing your hypnosis 
skills, as a hypnotist, subject, or both. Hypno enthusiasts with a wide variety of 
experience will be available to demonstrate techniques and answer questions. 
We will have a schedule of short demonstrations, please check the NELA 
website for times and topics.

Hypnosis, Sadism and Masochism
Mr. Dream
Hypnosis - Barrington - Sun 11:45 AM
As we explore BDSM and Hypnosis, one of the most surprising aspects is the 
effectiveness of using hypnosis to explore and enhance sadism and masochism. 
Whether you are hacking the pain process, creating remote triggers, or 
exploring emotional sadism, there are a wide variety of tools available. We 
will examine how to induce trance with S&M as well as how to create hypnotic 
effects. Appropriate for beginners in Hypnosis and BDSM. Demonstrations 
include humiliation, fear and pain.

Induction Starter Kit: Essential Inductions for New 
and Intermediate Hypnotists
Wiseguy
Hypnosis - Barrington - Sun 10:00 AM
Versatility is important in erotic hypnosis. The more good inductions you 
know, the easier it is to adapt your methods to each person you play with. 
In this workshop, Wiseguy teaches a variety of inductions that have proven 
over time to be both highly effective and easy to learn. Each induction is both 
demonstrated and explained so that you can start using them right away.

Interfaith Worship: A Kink-Friendly Worship Space
Allyson
Social - Bristol - Sun 10:00 AM
For those who don’t feel complete without a moment’s spiritual pause on 
Sunday mornings, this worship service may fit the bill. This short hour of quiet 
time will include prayer, reflection, meditation, and readings for those of all 
spiritual traditions and none, with a kink-friendly theme.
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Kinky Human Tricks: Fun Things to Do With a 
Hypnotized Partner
Wiseguy
Hypnosis - Bristol - Fri 10:00 PM
This session is all about what to do AFTER you’ve got your partner in trance. Do 
they like triggered arousal? Sensation play? Hypnotic bondage and/or impact 
play? Memory games? Personality transformations? Objectification? Mind-
blowing orgasms? Wiseguy will demonstrate as many of these hypnotic tricks 
as time allows. Each demo includes an explanation of how the phenomenon 
works, how to do it safely, and some ideas for variations you can try with your 
favorite partners. Audience participation is strongly encouraged.

Kinky Speed Meeting
RopeRider
Social - Greenwich - Sat 4:30 PM
Looking to have fun and meet new people? Want to spend some time laughing 
and interacting with your fellow fetishists? If you’re feeling a little shy or alone 
in the big, kinky ocean, you should come to Kinky Speed Meeting! It’s sort 
like Speed Dating, with a sexier, edgy twist (and without the actual “dating” 
part). Expect to meet awesome people of different interests, genders, and 
orientations!

Letting Out Your Dom Side
AdelineKindred
Power and Authority Exchange - Kingston - Sun 11:45 AM
The capacity for dominance exists in nearly everyone. Take this opportunity to 
learn some of tools to do it well. You will be guided through a series of group 
exercises, partner playtime and confidence building activities. This class is 
designed for aspiring dominants, but is open to everyone. Prepare to build your 
repertoire of dominant techniques, and start a collection of the best mental 
toys you will ever have, ever need, and always use. 

Littles’ Meet & Greet
PandaPet
Social – Naragansett – Fri 9:00 PM
Calling all Bigs, Middles, Littles, and those who like to color outside the lines! 
Come socialize, color, goof around, see old friends, and make new ones!

MAsT
Griffin
Social – Naragansett – Fri 6:00 PM
MAsT Mass is the Massachusetts area pan-sexual chapter of MAsT International, 
welcoming persons of any gender or sexual orientation. If you are interested 
in a power exchange relationship we welcome you to our meet and greet at the 
Flea! Our officers and members will be available to answer any questions you 
may have about joining our monthly discussion group. You do not need to be 
in a relationship currently to join our group, you just need to have a desire to 
learn more about the day-to-day life of an M/s or D/s couple/family.

Mental Health and Kink Roundtable
Samantha
Communication - 623 - Sun 2:00 PM
Join Samantha in a roundtable discussion on some of the unspoken issues 
that affect our kink communities. Depending on participants’ interests, this 
discussion will either provide a space to further process ways to address abuse 
within our community or tackle the very real issues of understanding and 
coping with metal health issues within the context of kink.

Mixed Scenes: Mixing Your Tickle Up
P.E.T.E., GRLee
General Skills - Bristol - Sun 2:00 PM
Mixed scenes will explore the inclusion of other kink activities into the tickle 
scene. We will incorporate impact, sensation play, trampling, sexual tease 
and denial, interrogation play and/or other forms of play in a demo-based 
and participatory class. Participants should bring open minds and ideas for 
discussion. 

More Than The Karma Sutra: An Introduction to 
Sacred Sexuality
MagentaRayne
Spirituality - Wickford - Sat 10:45 AM
What is Sacred Sexuality? It’s become a buzzword in the kink community, the 
alternative healing community, the yoga community...you may even here it 
referred to in hushed tones in more open minded mainstream religions. But 
what is it, exactly? Is is just Tantra? Is it a form of sexual intimacy only open to 
those who are believers in a sentient God? This class will go over, in a general 
way, the various paths that fall under the umbrella of ‘Sacred Sexuality’

Naked Yoga - Saturday / Sunday
Sepiessa
Movement - Tiverton - Meets Twice: Sat 9:00 AM / Sun 10:00 AM
What we do can be extremely stimulating, providing us with heightened 
physical, psychological, emotional and spiritual sensations and feelings. That’s 
why we do it, right? But too much may make a happy kinkster into a cranky, 
stressed out con-droppy one. Mitigate the drop with a little naked yoga! 
Experience the unrestrained freedom that practicing yoga naked (or nearly 
naked) offers in this 90-minute, clothing optional yoga class for kinksters. 
You’ll be guided through gentle yoga postures, breathing techniques and 
meditation. All skill levels are welcome including yoga virgins. Through all 
these practices we are building our life force energy, soaking the body with the 
energy to create the best lives, scenes, and relationships possible!

Navigating Poly
Wintersong
Communication - Tiverton - Fri 10:00 PM
There are many forms of polyamorous relationships, each with their own 
challenges and joys. This practical workshop is designed to give people 
concrete tools for navigating the rocky shoals of various poly structures, while 
also helping to expand ideas of what forms of relationship dynamics are out 
there.

NEFOK Meet & Greet: New England Forty and Over 
Kinksters
Miss Jena
Social - Ocean - Fri 7:15 PM
Where the over-40 crowd can get to get together and say hello, trade stories, 
and have a good laugh.

Negotiating for Sex: BDSM and Beyond from a 
Bottom’s Point of View
sluttydee
Communication - 623 - Sat 4:30 PM
Negotiation is that essential communication that helps us each understand 
what your partner wants, doesn’t want, and how to go about creating the best 
scene possible. Here’s some methods to find where your desires mesh, what 
to stay away from, and where you both can have fun! We will touch on safety, 
safer sex, and generally how to communicate what you want in a fun and low-
stress way. Your presenter, usually a bottom, will share her ways of shaping the 
scene to make sure her needs are met while pleasing her top. We will explore 
negotiation techniques that take negotiation from a potentially dry discussion 
to an exciting, squirmy, lust producing conversation that gets you what you 
want!

Negotiating Intense SM Play
Boomer, Lisa
Communication - Barrington - Sat 1:00 PM
Part science, part art, negotiating for intense SM play is an important skill 
to ensure a safe and enjoyable experience. However, like many ‘soft’ skills in 
BDSM, it can be a difficult and confusing skill to master. Being able to share 
your needs and desires in order to let your potential partner understand what 
you want to do or have done to you can seem daunting. However, approached 
like any other skill in BDSM activities, negotiations can be broken down to 
simpler, more understandable concepts that allow a clearer view of what you 
need to do. While geared toward negotiating a scene for intense SM play, 
the topics covered in the presentation are applicable to any level of BDSM 
activities and would be equally helpful to new or experienced people.
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Photo Lounge - Friday/ Saturday/ Sunday
sluttydee
Lounge - 607 - Fri 6:00 PM/ Sat 10:00 AM/ Sun 10:00 AM
The New England Leather Alliance is pleased to once again support a wide 
group of talented photographers by providing a digital gallery for their work. 
The Photo Lounge will be open throughout the weekend to provide you with 
a relaxed place to revive your energy and spirits by showing a wide variety of 
photos submitted by over 30 photographers.

Playing When Health is a Hard Limit
soumise
General Skills - Rotunda - Sat 4:30 PM
Your mind wants to play, but your body isn’t always cooperating the way 
you want it to. How can you bring the excitement back without risking your 
long term health and well-being? Whether you or a partner are dealing with 
chronic pain, neurological challenges, are a breast cancer survivor or are just 
not moving the same way you used to, this workshop will give you some new 
ideas and perspectives. Play topics will be focused primarily around impact, 
bondage and sensation topics. Specific challenges and limitations covered will 
be determined by the input of the class. Sample negotiations will be included 
as part of the demo.

Playing with Power: D/s Dynamics for the Beginner 
or Battle-scarred
Carl, lisa
Power and Authority Exchange - Greenwich - Sat 8:00 PM
It’s all fun and games until things don’t go as expected! Whether you are new to 
D/s or have been at it a while, if you’re interested in exploring power exchange 
dynamics that extend beyond the boundaries of the bedroom or a scene on 
Saturday night, you’ll want to join us for this interactive presentation. We’ll 
explore the range of power exchange structures, from Top/bottom to 24/7 TPE 
(total power exchange), like Master/slave (M/s) and Owner/property (O/p), 
and how to find a form that meets your needs and desires. Be prepared to 
take notes or have someone take them for you. Expand your understanding of 
your power exchange proclivities and be ready to enjoy deeper, more fulfilling 
connections - in whatever way you choose to exchange power with others.

Poly Pitfalls
Diamond Blue
Communication - Wickford - Sun 10:00 AM
Whether you’ve been poly for a day or a decade, there are twists, turns and 
dead ends for which we feel unprepared. How do you find a map to reference 
when you are charting new territory? Few of us were raised with polyamory 
as a paradigm, and so we are “making it up as we go along.” Ever wish there 
was an instruction manual for this stuff? Well, this class isn’t it. What it is, is a 
collection of stories and insight that shows while the rules won’t always save 
you, if you understand where you want to go and why, you can find your way 
there and back again.

Ponies, Trainers 
and Headspace: 
Taking Pony Play to 
the Next Level
Ponyboy Rusty, 
Ponyboy Stormy
Role Play - Greenwich - Sun 
2:00 PM
Turning humans into ponies 
and trainers requires not 
only a desire to play the role, 
but an understanding of how 
to communicate while in 
role. Take your pony play to 
the next level by combining 
the basic skills with the 
proper head space. Bring the 
story to life by learning how 
to believe in it!

Negotiation for Introverts: Alternative Ways to 
Express Your Needs, Wants, Desires, and Limits
Synuates
Communication - Kingston - Sat 4:30 PM
Ever felt like you just freeze up when trying to talk to a partner? You’re not 
alone! In this workshop we’ll look at ways to negotiate and express oneself that 
are off the beaten path.

NELA Welcome Wagon - Friday / Saturday Night
Opn
Communication - 623 - Meets Twice: Fri 6:00 PM - Sat 9:00 AM
The NELA Welcome Wagon sessions are for tops, 
bottoms, switches, and undeclareds and are 
geared to give attendees to NELA’s FFF a boost up, 
a seasoned community member to turn to, and a 
low-pressure, social way to figure out how to get 
the most out of the event. If this is your first Flea or 
if you identify as new to kink, join us and make new 
Flea-friends, get helpful ‘curriculum’ lists for your 
weekend, and maybe win some fun prizes!

Operation Hammond CPR/First 
Aid Training
Pre-Signup Required
Operation Hammond
EVENT - Kingston - Fri 6:00 PM

Operation Hammond Meet & Greet
Operation Hammond
Social - Ocean - Sat 2:30 PM
What is Operation Hammond? Want to learn about one of the most unique 
and progressive social medical organizations for the pop culture and kink 
community. Come and learn how we turned a simple idea into a unique non 
profit organization dedicated to keeping people safe at pop culture conventions 
and how you can help! To find out more please visit www.operationhammond.
com

Ouch That Feels Good! (Tr*)
AdelineKindred
Impact - Kingston - Sat 2:45 PM
An impact and pain play class for bottoms, because being a good bottom means 
more than just having a great ass. We will be looking at the range of sensations 
that can come as a part of impact and other forms of play, and how to use 
negotiation and feedback to get the scene you want. At the end of class you will 
feel more confident in your ability to communicate with doms and tops about 
your interest in impact and pain play. *Triggering*: Self harm will be discussed 
in this class and the contents of that discussion may be triggering for some. 
Please know your limits and choose to attend accordingly.

Paths of Self-Bondage: From Floor to Flight
Abbystract
Rope - Rotunda - Sat 9:45 PM
There are many motivations that can lead a person to self-tie. In this class 
we’ll discuss why people self-tie and safety considerations particular to self-
bondage, followed by hands-on instruction of self-bondage ties, with a focus 
on structurally solid ties that can be incorporated into self-suspension. A self-
suspension demonstration and time for questions will finish out the class.

Pedular Enthusiasm III: Foot Fetishist as Top
P.E.T.E.
Power and Authority Exchange - Bristol - Sat 9:45 PM
Foot fetish stereotypes brand fetishists as male and submissive. This class will 
explore the pedular enthusiast as top, enjoying feet from this less publicized 
power dynamic. We will discuss and demonstrate the fetishist as requiring 
the presentation and use of the bottom’s feet, foot service for the top and the 

broader expression of power exchange in foot fetishism. 
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Recovery In the Lifestyle: 12 
Step Recovery Covering All 
Programs
SDParent1
Social - Narragansett - Fri 8:00 PM
Social - Wickford - Sat 9:00 AM
Social - Ocean - Sun 12:30 PM
Recovery in the Lifestyle is a fellowship of BDSM 
lifestyle people who are in recovery, or would 
like to be, and their guests. RitL follows the steps 
of recovery and respects the great importance 
of anonymity for many of us. Our fellowship is 
based on the AAWS-approved 12 Steps and 12 
Traditions. Anyone who is in the lifestyle and 
participates in ANY 12 Step Recovery group is 
eligible for membership in RitL. 

Response to Community Abuse: Promoting Change 
from the Top Down (& Bottom Up)
Samantha
Communication - Kingston - Sat 6:15 PM
As hard as it is for us to swallow, abuse and consent violations happen in our 
communities. When NCSF published the results from its consent violation 
survey, it was revealed that roughly 36% of the survey respondents reported 
experiencing non-consensual touch at a kink related meeting, club, munch, 
party or event. How can community leaders both provide support to those who 
have experienced harm, hold those who commit abusive acts accountable, and 
maintain community integrity? Community leaders and members are invited 
to explore existing research on effective abuse response policies and start a 
dialogue about putting these concepts into practice.

Rhythmic Caning Workshop
Carl, lisa
Impact - Rhode Island - Sat 2:45 PM
Have you always thought of caning as harsh, brutal and extremely painful? It 
can be, but it doesn’t have to be. In this class you will see a more sensual side of 
caning that just might change canes from the most feared to the most beloved 
instruments in your toy bag... that leaves bottoms begging for more! You will 
learn what defines a cane, different types of canes, styles of caning, and a 
variety of strokes that can all be used in rhythmic ways to provide your bottom 
with a caning experience ranging from sensual to intense. We will discuss the 
qualities of Rattan in detail, and you’ll even get to own to keep! There will be a 
chance to practice the demonstrated rhythm caning techniques in this lecture/
demonstration experience.

Riffing with Rope, or Japanese Flower Arranging: 
How to Think on Your Feet
Dov
Rope - Barrington - Fri 10:00 PM
Knowing the different elements that make up the look and feel of Japanese 
bondage is all well and good, but how do you mix and match? In this class 
we will experiment with how to riff it and make it happen on the fly; throw 
it all together and come out with something that looks more complex than 
it is. As in flower arranging, simple patterns and ideas lead to more complex 
structures. This is a hands on and informal class that will resemble a game of 
twister: questions and an inquisitive mind are required and encouraged. Bring 
rope and a partner to tie. *Class materials Minimum 6 ropes Length=30 foot 
Diameter=6 mm

Roleplaying your Fantasies
Cameron Quintain
Role Play - Rhode Island - Fri 6:00 PM
Why be satisfied with playing naughty schoolgirl and strict teacher, when you 
could be captured by wicked elves or enslaved by a vampire? Anyone who has 
played Dungeons and Dragons or any tabletop role playing game already has 
the basic skills for an amazing kinky experience. This class will teach you how 
to turn rolling D20s into hours of sexy fun. We’ll discuss how to develop 
plots, characters and settings to maximize your enjoyment. All you need is a 
vivid imagination, a willing partner (or two) and maybe a few toys, and you 
too could be captured by Jabba the Hutt or tied up by Wonder 
Woman. 

Pony Handling 101: Taming, Training and Enjoying 
Your Pony
Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy
Role Play - Greenwich - Sun 11:45 AM
This is class for pony players new and old. Ponyboy Rusty is switching roles 
to trainer for this demonstration of basic pony handling techniques. If you can 
handle a slave, you can handle a pony. It’s just a matter of communication and 
nerve. Come watch and then give it a try. You can’t screw this up and you might 
have a lot of fun!

Pony Paddock
Ponyboy Rusty, Ponyboy Stormy
Lounge - Narragansett - Sat 10:00 AM
Have you ever wanted to explore pony play in a relaxed atmosphere? Do you 
think you might want to try working at one end of the reins or the other? 
Come to the Pony Paddock and give it a try. Ponyboys Rusty and Stormy will be 
there to help guide you through your explorations of this most fascinating and 
friendly kink. You may not want to leave when it’s over!

Power and Grace - Using Long Whips in SM play
Boomer
Whip - Rotunda - Sun 2:00 PM
One of the more recognizable images, particularly within popular culture, of 
the sadomasochistic community is that of a sadist cracking a long, viscous 
whip on the back of a grimacing, or smiling, victim. But how many people 
actually play with these large, imposing whips? Many of us get a great deal 
of satisfaction using the shorter, lighter cousins of the long whips but have 
little or no opportunity to learn about and experience the power of the long 
whips. Boomer has a passion for the power and grace of the long whips in SM 
play. Presentation to include demonstration using long whips with practical 
discussion and strategies for using long whips in play. 

Predicament Bondage: How To Suspend At Ground 
Level
Dov
Rope - Bristol - Sun 11:45 AM
pre-dic-a-ment A situation, especially an unpleasant, troublesome, difficult, 
perplexing, dangerous or trying one, from which extrication is difficult. 
See Usage Note at dilemma. Predicament Bondage is any situation in which 
movement, action or inaction will result in some form of accident or breaking 
of a set condition that can lead to painful or embarrassing consequences. 
The situation can be physical, mental or any combination. This class is an 
exploration of the systems you can build through simple elements to enhance 
and expand your bondage fun.

Queer + Kinky Social Tea
Kristina
Social - Ocean - Sat 11:30 AM
The Queer + Kinky SIG is an all gender queer group of people interested in 
BDSM. Join us for a spot of tea and tiny treats! Queer people of all-genders, and 
allies are welcome.

Quick Release Ties
Bill
Rope - Bristol - Sat 9:00 AM
Rope tops love tying but sometimes rope bottoms 
need to get our of rope quickly. As a good rope 
top, you try to get them undone as quickly as 
possible as you’re trying to sift through a sea of 
knots and wraps. A lot of basic ties take as long 
to remove they do to put on. We will learn how 
make basic ties that come off instantly. The ties 
we will learn are single column ties, two column 
ties and a basic chest harness. If time allows, 
we will also cover the Diamond Front Full Body 
Lightning Harness which is a very decorative 
quick release harness that I invented some years 
ago. Please bring rope to class and someone to 
tie. One thirty foot and one fifteen foot piece 
will be enough for class. If you do not have rope, 
some will be available.
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“S” is for...
Diamond Blue
Power and Authority Exchange - Barrington - Sat 2:45 PM
Obedience, service, power, control...there’s a lot said about the skills a dominant 
or a Master needs to succeed in a Power Exchange relationship. But what is 
the submissive, slave, or switch?s contribution to this endeavor? What are the 
similarities and the differences in what we are looking for, and what is our part 
in making it thrive when we find it (or it finds us)? This class is about the many 
flavors of “s-types”, how to figure out what road to go down, and how to walk it.

Science Geek Social: 
Meet Other Geeks 
With No Stress
tat2dgerl
Social - Ocean - Sat 10:15 AM
Meet fellow science freaks! 
Hard sciences to science 
fiction, and everything 
between.

Self Care for Fetish 
Fashionistas
soumise
Movement - Tiverton - Sat 1:00 PM
What really happens to your body in a corset or stilettos? Over 100 muscles 
in the body change the way they work as soon as we put on a pair of heels, 
never mind when we have that corset cinched! Learn what you can do before 
and after your time in your favourite heels or corset to minimize long-term 
effects on your body, as well as make your time in your best outfit feel as great 
as you look. Exercises to prevent issues, relieve tension and restore natural 
biomechanics will be taught. Please wear something you will be comfortable 
moving in, bring or wear a pair of socks and bring a tennis or rubber pinky ball 
with you if you have one. 

Sex Toys in Play: More Than Just for Sex!
Kim Airs
General Skills - Greenwich - Fri 6:00 PM
Learn from New England’s sex toy pro, Kim Airs, from Grand Opening! (now on 
the web at www.GrandOpening.com), all about sex toys and how to incorporate 
them in play. Kim’s hysterical presentation will have you learning and laughing 
at the same time! Learn all about the differences of sex toys, what they’re made 
of, and best of all, how to use them. You’ll never look at a butt plug the same 
way again!

Sexable Shibari
Murphy Blue
Rope - Tiverton - Sat 10:45 AM
Ever get your partner tied up, riled up, and ready to go to find that awesome 
tie needs to be undone before “Getting down to business”? This class focuses 
on a few ties and positions that allow that type of full access you’re looking for.

Sexuality: More Shades than the Rainbow
Sara Scalper
Panel - Ocean - Sun 11:15 AM
Sexuality is so fluid, and so much more complex than gay or straight. 
Participants of varying identities, orientations, and preferences will share 
their feelings regarding their sexuality as well as their experiences, growths, 
and struggles, and will field questions from the audience.

Sexy Stiletto Seduction
Littlebit
Movement - Tiverton - Sat 2:45 PM
Have you ever wanted to do more than just walk in your sexy stilettos? Do you 
like to dance? Do you enjoy teasing and seducing your partner(s)? This class 
will cover basic seductive body movement, focusing on how to “sexy walk” in 
stilettos, hot hip rolling, classy/ dirty lap dancing, and connecting with eye 
contact and movement. At the end, we will create a small routine for you and 
your partner(s) to enjoy!

Rope 101
Wyldcat
Rope - Barrington - Fri 6:00 PM
So you’ve seen all of these ShibariArtists binding people in intricate and 
beautiful ties. You’ve watched people fly with rope and now you want to know 
what all the fuss is about. In this class we will break down the essential skills 
to get you started on your way with rope. We will cover types of rope, basic 
bindings, and how to put it all together in play. Come join the fun and get 
your knotty groove on! Materials required: 2-3 pieces of your preferred rope 
between 15 and 30 feet.

Rope 102
Wyldcat
Rope - Barrington - Sat 4:30 PM
You’ve had the opportunity to practice the basics and now you want to expand 
upon your understanding of how to bind the human form. Maybe you want a 
little more variety and versatility in play or a new trick up your sleeve. In this 
class We will build on rope 101 developing additional practical skills and about 
bringing it all together in play. Come have fun & get your knotty grove on!
Bring three 25’ to 30’ pieces of your preferred rope and knowledge of a one 
column tie, two column tie and a basic chest harness.

Rope Bottoming 101
Diamond Blue
Rope - Barrington - Fri 7:45 PM
Right now, all rope bottoming classes can be called 101, because we’re only 
now beginning to talk about the specific demands of this art. While there’s 
no substitute for experience, it’s time we started sharing what we’ve all 
discovered on our journeys. Every job has a tool, and when those tools are your 
own body and mind, you need to know how to hone them and keep them sharp. 
In this class, novices can learn how to begin and what to expect, physically 
and emotionally...and the experienced might pick up a trick or two, or a way to 
describe the things they ‘just picked up after awhile.’

Rope Control and Dominance Moves
Midori
Rope - Bristol - Fri 7:45 PM
Learn effective rope moves to enhance control. Whatever style of bondage or 
rope play you enjoy, these skills will boost the emotional and psychological 
intensity. In this hands-on class you’ll practice safe moves that are body-
smart for the top side and bottom sides. Whether you enjoy Kinbaku, Shibari, 
Western, Predicament, Damsel in Distress, Take-downs or Confrontational play, 
these techniques will integrate well into your fun! No Experience necessary. 
Bring: Two to three lengths of rope that you usually play with, yoga mat or 
towels are suggested but optional. Wear comfortable clothing. Pair attendance 
is encouraged, but solos are welcome as well. This Rope Dojo is open to those 
who play at one or both ends of the rope. 

Rope Lounge - Friday/ Saturday/Sunday
Twitch-the-Switch, justDerek
Lounge - 632 - Fri 6:00 PM/ Sat 10:00 AM/ Sun 10:00 AM
Please join Twitch-the-Switch and justDerek as we celebrate their final year 
hosting the Rope Lounge - a space dedicated to practicing, learning and talking 
about rope. Experienced rope tops and bottoms from S.C.A.R. (Sea Coast 
Area Rope) and Manchester Rope Group (M.R.G.) will be available to answer 
questions, teach ties, or give a helping hand. Bring your rope, bring a friend, 
and lets see what rope fun we can get into!
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Sexy, Fun, and Safe: Sexual Health and Protecting 
Yourself
sluttydee
General Skills - Rhode Island - Sat 9:00 AM
Sex is good! Stress about STI’s is not so good! Together, we will more about Sex, 
STI’s (also known as STD’s), and how to play in a way that promotes safer sexy 
times. This class is for people at all places on the spectrum - from people that 
want to have a sexy time but don’t know much about some of the risks - to the 
most careful safer sex slut! Mono, poly, LGBTQ, blood players, we will discuss 
methods of safer sex for everyone.

Shabbat Gathering
sluttydee
Social - Ocean - Fri 6:00 PM
Shabbat Friday night starting at sundown on Friday for those who might like a 
slightly spiritual and Jewish leaning start to their kinky weekend. 

Single Tail 101 - Single Tail Basics
Boomer
Whip - Bristol - Fri 6:00 PM
Starting out with a single tail can be an intimidating 
prospect. A good single tail is relatively expensive, takes 
knowledge to select, requires some time and effort to 
master and is commonly thought to be a very intense 
toy. All of these aspects can make the first experiences 
with a single tail seem daunting. This presentation 
will take participants through all the major milestones 
associated with learning single tails. Topics will include: 
whip selection and maintenance; safety issues associated 
with single tails; simple and basic throwing techniques; 
as well as practice and play strategies.

Single Tails With Boomer - A Hands 
On Workshop
Boomer
Whip - Tiverton - Sat 4:30 PM
A large room, a lot of whips and a group of happily perverted people... Think we 
can come up with something fun to do? Absolutely!!!! Join me for an hour and 
a half of fun as we learn about playing with single tails. This will be a hands on 
workshop with the emphasis on learning to use a single tail in an SM scene. We 
will learn practice methods, throwing techniques, scene strategies and safety. 
People will be able to use their whip, learn new techniques or hone some 
existing skills. It is a class for everyone with a whip and a desire to learn to use 
it (or use it better) in play. Please note, you will have to supply your own whip 
for this class.

Submitting with Strength: Drop your Panties (for 
that spanking) Not your Personality
GRLee
Power and Authority Exchange - Kingston - Sun 10:00 AM
You need to submit, and you are a strong, independent person with the need 
to express your thoughts and ideas freely and sometimes with volume. Can 
you be submissive with a dominant personality? What does that mean? How 
do these two halves co-exist without implosion? How do you make it work in 
your relationship with your Dominant? This discussion is open to all levels of 
the power exchange. 

SUBvert the DOMinant Paradigm: Alternative Models 
for D/S Relationships
Laura Antoniou
Power and Authority Exchange - Rhode Island - Fri 7:45 PM
Mistresses, masters and slaves, daddies and offspring, subs and doms; in a world 
that celebrates the erotic imagination, it’s funny how limited our relationship 
models tend to be. Feel like you don’t fit into someone else’s definition? 
Wondering if there’s a style that suits your desires and needs? Then explore 
relationship types from other sub-cultures, history, and even pure fantasy. Free 
yourself from the constraints and labels we already know so you can better 
describe who you are, what you want and where you want to take your kink. 
Participants will be encouraged to describe how they see themselves and their 
relationships and add to what will be an ongoing exploration of identity and 
self awareness. 

Suffering For Spirit: An Introduction to Ordeal
Thista Minai
Spirituality - Wickford - Sun 2:00 PM
How does kink enhance our spirituality, and how can spirituality enhance our 
kink? What is the Ordeal Path, and what does it offer? Join us to explore the 
essence of Ordeal. In this workshop, we will discuss the theory behind Ordeal 
rituals, touching on many different types and variations. This workshop can be 
offered with or without a demonstration and/or participatory activity.

Survival in the Scene
Danie
General Skills - 623 - Sat 1:00 PM
Maybe you are new or perhaps been around the block a few times, now what? 
How do you make it in the scene after the “new & shiny” wears off without 
losing yourself? The big fun playground we call “the scene” can have some 
pretty dark corners - let’s talk about how to protect ourselves and hopefully 
our friends from the many lurking pitfalls. Come join us as we talk about 
burnout, reputations, speed bumps, flame outs, and how to not screw yourself 
over in the pursuit of fun.

Switches Meet & Greet: Variety is the Spice of Life!
NaughtyRalphie
Social - Narragansett - Fri 10:00 PM
A gathering for those of us who live life on both sides of the fence! Come meet 
and socialize with other like-minded switches and learn what makes us tick. 
Make some new friends and learn about area gatherings where you can let 
your inner switch loose. Join us!

Taking it from the Bottom: Tools, Tips, and Skills for 
Better Bottoming
Danie
General Skills - Wickford - Sat 4:30 PM
This class will be useful for all bottoms and switches-who-bottom, whether 
you are new to the scene or have been around a while. Being a bottom can be 
challenging. We will talk about ways of improving your chances of getting play, 
how to have better play, finding partners, and how to look after ourselves as we 
splash around in the big kinky pond. While we will be focusing on bottoming, 
we will also touch on strategies and self-care for submissives looking for SM 
play.

Taking it from the Top: Tools, Tips, and Skills for 
Better Topping
Danie
General Skills - Rhode Island - Sun 10:00 AM
This class is for tops and switches-who-top who are new to the scene, new 
to topping, or who are looking to start fresh. Join us for a frank conversation 
about being a novice top including the challenges and pitfalls, the weight of 
expectations (our own and of others), the process and importance of learning 
skills, self-care, strategies for finding play, and tips for finding partners.

Teasecraft Kinky Maker/Crafter BOF
Kit Stubbs, Ph.D.
Social - Ocean - Fri 9:45 PM
Do you like making your own sex toys / BDSM equipment / costumes / other 
kinky and fun things? Come share your ideas, projects, and projects-in-
progress with other crafters. Not working on a project right now? No problem! 
Come join us, ask questions, and get inspired. teasecraft is a meetup group for 
sex/kink-positive makers and crafters. Everyone is welcome, regardless of 
your (a)sexuality/orientation/gender/race or what materials you work with 
(electronics, wood, metal, leather, software, etc). We want to facilitate face-to-
face conversation because it’s such a great medium for showing off projects, 
sharing stories, and meeting new collaborators.
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The Bullwhip Lounge
Domino
Lounge - Narragansett - Sun 10:00 AM
The Bullwhip Lounge is a unique learning environment where anyone with an 
interest in single tail whips of all kinds can come to practice, learn, or observe. 
Some of the best whip throwers in New England will be on hand to instruct you 
in the basic techniques, seasoned veterans also welcome. Curious as to what 
a single tail whip feels like? While The Bullwhip Lounge is not the place for a 
whip scene you can experience the feeling, safely, under the watchful eyes of 
one of our experienced instructors. Thinking about buying a new whip? Many 
of the vendors will let you bring it to the lounge to try it out. Loaner whips 
from many whip makers are available to feel how each maker’s whip has a 
personality that is unique. 

The Exquisite Whip: Amazing Hands-on Flogging 
Training
Midori
Whip - Rotunda - Sun 11:45 AM
Improve your flogging skills! Whether you’re a total novice or already confident 
with the whip, there’s plenty for you in this unique and very active class. 
Enjoy drills on techniques to deliver powerful, effective sensations without 
top-fatigue. Sharpen your finesse and precision to create the desired sensual, 
sexual and emotional effects. You’ll learn how to select the best flogger for your 
style and body type. Bring your floggers. More the merrier! If you don’t have 
any, there may be a few to try out. Midori shares with you a uniquely connected 
“California” style of whip use. If you want to learn to flog in high heels, bring 
them. No need to bring a target person or a practice partner. Floggers may 
be borrowed from the following vendors: Kinky Spirits, Details Toys and 
Agreeable Agony 

The Famous TES Circle 
Mr Dream
Social – Barrington – Sun 1:15 – 2:00 PM
The TES Circle is a moderated discussion forum, and a good chance to ask 
questions, bring up discussions and meet other people. Or simply share and 
generate good energy in a group setting that’s respectful of differing experience 
levels and viewpoints. What’s said in Circle, stays in Circle! The Eulenspiegel 
Society of New York has been hosting TES Circles since 1971. We look forward 
to meeting new friends as well as catching up with everyone in the New Year!

The Gift of Imperfection
soumise
Power and Authority Exchange - Greenwich - Fri 7:45 PM
Are you a submissive or slave who loves to please others? Do you hate to hurt 
another person or feel that you’ve displeased them? Is your internal dialog 
comparing yourself or your actions against perfection or just the best you can 
do? If you can answer yes to any of these questions, this workshop is for you. 
Perfection is a myth and trying to live a myth can be draining at best and destroy 
your self esteem, relationships and chance of finding happiness at worst. Learn 
to recognize when your inner voice is setting you up for failure. How to be the 
best you can be with the resources you have at hand today. How being honest 
with yourself and your dominant/master about your limits, resources and 
abilities can be more rewarding than trying to survive being the “super-sub”.

The Many Moods of Bondage
Murphy Blue
Rope - Rhode Island - Sun 2:00 PM
A tie can possess many moods, from erotic, to dominating, to violent, to 
protecting. This class looks at those moods, where the top should draw 
inspiration from, what things to add to the scene to make that flow, and what it 
looks like when they come together.

The Society Meet & Greet
Tasha Rose
Social - Narragansett - Fri 7:00 PM
The Society, LLC is a pansexual support, social, and educational group for the 
BDSM community 21 years and older, in the Connecticut area and beyond. Come 

to the meet and greet members of The Society and the Board of Directors. 
Learn what The Society is about and how you can become a member. The 
Society is located in Hartford, CT. www.thesocietyct.org

The Streets: Combatting Homelessness in Our 
Communities
LordeCupcakeCunt
General Skills - 623 - Sun 11:45 AM
Being a survivor of anything traumatic isn’t easy; though especially when the 
words associated with what you went through are things like “druggie” and 
“bum”. In This workshop we will discuss terms associated with homelessness 
and how to respond positively when interacting with people who have been 
homeless. We will talk about how to be open-minded within our community 
and sensitive to the needs of a population that is already being ignored. Be 
prepared to examine your personal thoughts on homelessness and come to a 
place of understanding and activism. Be ready to listen to what the world looks 
like from the perspective of someone who has lived on the street, come with an 
open heart and ready to combat the problem.

The Tender Bits - Male & Female Genital Bondage
Max
Rope - Rotunda - Sat 10:45 AM
OK, enough with the wrists and ankles, let’s tie up a different body part this 
time! This workshop covers some particularly intimate, effective and sexy 
bondage techniques. We’ll start with the basics of immobilizing and tormenting 
boy-bits. There’ll be a nice demo, information on cock and ball safety and some 
thoughts about how to adapt the techniques to your own situation. Next Max 
will present a variety of techniques for binding, displaying and stimulating girl-
bits labia, clit and breasts. There will be a demo for this portion too. And then 
we’ll all practice what we’ve learned, so bring your genitals and your friends 
with genitals. As with all Max’s workshops, there’s a handout you can use as a 
memory aid when you are practicing at home.

The Way of D/s: A Context for Power and Authority 
Exchange
Bendyogagirl
Power and Authority Exchange - Bristol - Sat 1:00 PM
Taoism is a philosophy of contrast and polarity, and it is through the contrast 
of yin and yang, that Taoists find The Way- the path of balance. Balance doesn’t 
mean equality- and it doesn’t map to identity. It is about energy, tendencies 
and natural order. In this class, Bendy will present a primer on this ancient 
tradition, defines the poles of the Tao, and offer a Taoist model for authority 
and power exchange which is based on the qualities yin and yang.

This Feels So Good: Bodywork Techniques for BDSM 
& Trance
Zany M
Hypnosis - Rhode Island - Sat 1:00 PM
Come to this class to learn hands-on bodywork techniques that can create 
a yummy headspace for kink-related activities. Many delightful bodywork 
techniques will be introduced. I will briefly discuss safety precautions. These 
techniques will all be physically beneficial. I will then show a hot-as-fuck scene 
and utilizing the techniques discussed. In this workshop we will practice with a 
lovely vict...partner. It may be someone you already know, or a brand spanking 
new friend! Bring a yoga mat or blanket to explore on to practice and be led 
through techniques. Expect to learn, explore, and play in this class!

Tickling: from Sensual to Torturous
P.E.T.E., GRLee
General Skills - Tiverton - Sat 6:15 PM
This is a discussion and demonstration of tickling as a fun, sensual, erotic 
and playful way of achieving dynamic connection with a partner or partners/
tickle buddies. Emotional and health benefits include deep levels of relaxation, 
deeper breathing patterns, emotional catharsis, heightened intellectual focus 
and greater physical vitality. This 
demonstration is participatory ... 
come explore your own ticklishness 
and/or your innate and unexpressed 
desire to find those ticklish spots 
in others. Participants will be 
shown safe, effective, torturous 
and fun techniques and practices 
for making their tickle experiences 
truly memorable and, above all, 
repeatable.
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Too Kinky for Words: Playing Way Off the Edge
Laura Antoniou
General Skills - Bristol - Sat 2:45 PM
Everyone loves to claim they play on the edge, or their style of being kinky is 
somehow greater than the average pervert. Yet even among the uber-kinky, 
there are those of us who have fantasies- or play styles- which seem to be 
beyond what is considered “acceptable.” Is your kink really “OK”? How can you 
tell? Are there boundaries to fantasies? Should there be? Should we/can we 
own our most unmentionable ones? How do you share fantasies with a partner 
if they make you uncomfortable? This is a “closed door” workshop- once it 
begins, we will close the door on the outside world, both vanilla and kinky, 
and let loose. Participants must come prepared to write down a fantasy or play 
style (anonymous is ok) and turn it in to the presenter. If you think this might 
“trigger” you, don’t come.

Trans* Spectrum Kinksters Meet & Greet
Jay
Social - Ocean - Sat 3:30 PM
Trans* Spectrum Kinksters is a group based out of Boston that holds classes 
and munches for all folk who self identify with Trans* or with not being Cis. 
This meetup is for people interested in meeting other trans* identified geeks 
and kinksters. Come meet and interact with Trans* folk of all flavors and 
exchange stories and hints about the interactions with our communities! 
Although allies are wonderful, we ask that they respect this space for people 
who self identify as trans*.

Using Pop-Culture Archetypes for Erotic Roleplay
Wintersong
Role Play - Greenwich - Sun 10:00 AM
Erotic role-play can be sexy, fun, exciting, and even scary. After all, using erotic 
role-play you can be anyone and do nearly anything, it is a play modality that 
opens up a world of possibilities. But for exactly that reason, exploring erotic 
role-play can be completely overwhelming! How should your “character” 
act? What does the “scene” look like? And how do you know if you and your 
partner(s) are on the same page? In this workshop we will look at an array of 
pop-culture archetypes from James Bond to Star Trek, Glee to Downton Abbey, 
and everywhere in between, with a focus on how we can use these archetypes 
as “shortcuts” to create shared context and help us get from the planning to the 
playing faster and more enjoyably.

What Do You Want From Me? Fantasy vs Reality
Cecilia Tan
Communication - Barrington - Sat 9:45 PM
In the world of BDSM and D/s we actively use our fantasies as part of our sex 
lives and our relationships. We share those fantasies with each other. We bond 
over them. Many BDSM relationships are based on the shared fantasy that we 
turn into our consensual reality. But this makes for the most complex set of 
relationship issues, ever, doesn’t it? Cecilia Tan polled folks about their kinky 
relationships and how their fantasy lives and real-world lives matched up, or 
didn’t. Come find out the results of the poll and discuss what is it that bottoms 
look for in a top? What do masters look for in a slave? Are we really looking to 
match the expectations set by romance novels, porn, or our wildest fantasies? 

Who Cares What Everyone Says?
GRLee
Communication - Wickford - Sat 2:45 PM
Have you heard the question “what are you into?” a thousand times? Do you 
know the answer? How do you figure it out? Are you doing it right? What does 
everyone else say and why do you care? There’s a great big ocean of fetishes out 
there; how can you dip your toe in, have some fun, and not get hurt? Let’s talk 
about wants vs. needs and what each of them means to you as you make your 
way slowly into the community. Let’s talk about defining our own boundaries 
and doing things our way. This class is meant to be an open discussion and idea 
sharing format.

Why Does That Turn You On? Shy People Talking 
About Feelings
Bil
Communication - Greenwich - Sat 2:45 PM
Many people (such as the facilitator) have confusing and complex feelings 
about arousal and excitement. This interaction or that situation drives us 
totally crazy, but it’s extremely difficult to communicate that when we are not 
sufficiently aggressive or experienced or have a wide network of peers to help 
us. This workshop will provide space to talk about what kinds of things excite 
us and why. Bring your feelings, bring your fantasies, costumes encouraged. 
Specifically for shy and inexperienced folk - long-time kinksters who have 
experience, confidence and knowledge will much happier in other sessions. 
Please come wearing a mask.

You’re a Sadist, and It’s Okay: Learn How to Release 
Your Inner Sadist in an Ethical, Caring Way!
Sara Scalper
Impact - Kingston - Sun 2:00 PM
Many of us have felt immense guilt when we’ve realized just how much we 
enjoy hurting people, due to social constructions. Newsflash: enjoying being 
sadistic is perfectly okay in a safe, ethical, and fully consensual context, and 
being able to be sadistic doesn’t mean you must be cold or lack empathy. 
Discuss some of the difficulties you’ve have had when embracing your sadistic 
tendencies as well as an exploration of why these difficult feelings occur. 
Explore misconceptions regarding sadism as well as different types of ethical 
sadism/sadist archetypes. There will be a “develop your inner sadist” portion 
where we’ll share deviously delicious tips and tricks on ways to cause hurt 
without causing harm. 

Provided by Operation Hammond any time of the day or night during the Flea  

For any First Aid or Medical Emergency Call 

Operation Hammond will be on site all weekend providing 24/7 medical services 
and social care. You can request their service 24 hours a day. Or you can visit 
them in person at the First Aid Station located at Convention HQ near the hotel 

front desk. All services are 100% discreet, private and confidential. 

617-297-8452




